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Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF INDIRECT DAMAGE TO
BIOMOLECULES IRRADIATED IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION—

THE RADIOLYSIS OF GLYCYLGLYCINE

By

WESLEY EMMETT BOLCH

AUGUST 1988

Chairman: Charles E. Roessler
Major Department: Environmental Engineering Sciences

The objective of this dissertation is to determine the feasibility

of studying indirect damage to biological molecules irradiated in

aqueous solution using detailed Monte Carlo computer simulations. The

molecule glycylglycine is chosen for this study primarily because its

radiation chemistry is reasonably well characterized, thus limiting the

number of unknowns in the modeling effort. Good agreement between

calculated and measured yields of radiolysis products supports this

calculational technique and its usefulness in investigating more complex

molecules, such as DNA.

The study involves three major tasks. First, a Monte Carlo

computer code is developed for simulating the radiolysis of

glycylglycine in both oxygenated and deoxygenated aqueous solution.



Second, this model is used to calculate the yields of various products

in solutions irradiated either by 250-kVp X-rays or by ^°Co gamma rays.

Third, calculated product yields are compared to measured yields where

available.

The Monte Carlo computer codes used in this study are modified eind

extended versions of three existing simulation codes, written at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) , which simulate irradiations of pure

liquid water. The ORNL codes calculate the formation, diffusion, emd

reaction of free radicals and other species along charged-p>article

tracks in liquid water. As part of this research, these codes are

extended to simulate irradiation of pure oxygenated water, oxygenated

glycylglycine solutions, and deoxygenated glycylglycine solutions.

Ammonia is released from the reaction between glycylglycine £ind

hydrated electrons within the track. In simulated irradiations of

deoxygenated glycylglycine solutions by 250-kVp X-rays, calculated

yields of ajnmonia are in statistically significant agreement with

measured yields. In addition, calculated yields of ammonia produced

during Co gamma irradiation are shown to be greater thsin calculated

yields of ammonia produced during X irradiation. The Monte Carlo code

readily shows that this difference is attributable to track-structure

effects. This study concludes that Monte Carlo simulations represent a

unique and feasible method of understanding indirect radiation damage at

the molecular level.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the release of the International Commission on Radiological

Protection's Publication 26, recommended limits of exposure to ionizing

radiation have been based upon the risk of stochastic and nonstochastic

effects (ICRP 1977). Central to this system of radiation protection are

risk estimates for humein cancer induction and germ cell mutation at low

doses and at low dose rates. Current risk estimates are primarily

obtained through extrapolation of human and animal data at high doses

and dose rates using an assumed shape of the dose-response function at

lower dose levels. Since actioal risks of stochastic effects are small

and these effects occur naturally, any epidemiological study seeking to

statistically verify risk estimates at low doses would require a

prohibitive number of subjects. Consequently, efforts to quantify the

dose-response function cannot rely solely upon empirical observation,

but must include research into the mechanisms and supporting theory

behind carcinogenesis and mutagenesis (Upton 1982; Sinclair and Fry

1987)

.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has long been recognized as a critical

molecular target for radiation-induced stochastic effects (Sonntag

1987). The ultimate expression of these effects can be attributed to



three fundamental processes: (1) the creation of damage sites in

cellular DNA by ionizing radiation; (2) the enzymatic repair of damage

sites by the cell; and (3) the propagation of unrepaired damage and its

subsequent effects on cellular growth and function. Studies have

revealed many details of the latter two processes (Sinclair emd Fry

1987). From investigations into the first process, it is known that

irradiation of DNA produces strand breaks, base damage, base deletions,

DNA-DNA crosslinks, and DNA-protein crosslinks. What is poorly

understood, however, are the physical and chemical mechamisms by which

radiation produces these types of damage. All three processes, however,

must be understood to some degree of detail before a theoretical

derivation of the risk of stochastic effects is feasible.

In an attempt to identify the fundeunental mechanisms of

radiation-induced dam^e to DNA, a collaborative investigation was

initiated between researchers in the Health and Safety Research Division

and the Biology Division of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

during the summer of 1986. This effort proposes investigating various

molecular systems of increasing complexity. These systems would begin

with simple amino acid polymers eind would then be extended stepwise

through artificially-synthesized DNA subunits of increasing complexity,

ultimately to DNA itself.

For each molecular system, two coordinated investigations would be

carried out—one experimental and one calculational . In the

experimental effort, aqueous solutions of the molecule would be

irradiated and the chemical yields of radiation products measured.



In the calculational effort, the radiation experiment would be

simulated in complete detail by a Monte Carlo computer model. This

computer model would incorporate specific reaction mechanisms that lead

to the observable quantitative chemical yields. Comparison of

calculated and experimental yields could thus be used to develop a

detailed understanding of the mechanisms and pathways by which radiation

produces damage at the molecular level. In many instances, this

modeling effort would be a first attempt at linking the detailed physics

of radiation energy deposition to the detailed chemical damage

subsequently produced within biomolecules.

This dissertation presents simulations of the first molecular

system to be studied under this new technique. The first system chosen

is glycylglycine (a dimer of the amino acid glycine) in aqueous

solution. This system has three characteristics which make it a

suitable cemdidate for initial investigation. First, mechanisms of

glycylglycine radiolysis have been proposed by past researchers (Makada

and Garrison 1972: Garrison et al. 1973); thus a framework for model

development already exists. Second, the reactions exhibit very little

feedback, a fact that, while non-essential, simplifies the simulations.

Third, glycylglycine is a relatively small molecule. Consequently, at

concentrations <1.2 M, radiation damage is mostly caused by attack of

free radicals produced during irradiation of surrounding water (indirect

effects), and not by direct interaction with the incident radiation or

its secondary charged particles (direct effects).



Radiolvsis of Pure Liquid Water

Radiolysis is defined as chemical decomposition by the action of

radiation. By considering a small volume within an irradiated medium,

the events which precipitate chemical change can be described in stages.

If the volume has dimensions no larger than a few tens of nanometers,

these stages begin, at a reference time zero, with the traversal of a

charged particle produced directly or indirectly by the radiation

source. Only in the case of very high dose rates would this volume be

traversed by a second charged particle at a time prior to the completion

of these stages. Table 1-1 summarizes the events which characterize

these steiges and their associated time periods.

Phvsical Stage

A charged-particle traversing a water volume transfers its energy

through inelastic collisions resulting in ionization or excitation of

water molecules. Elastic collisions result in a change in trajectory of

the primary particle with negligible energy transferred to the water

medium. Secondary electrons produced in ionizations may have sufficient

energy to ionize and excite water molecules, yet are eventually degraded

in energy below the threshold for producing further electronic

tremsitions. The primary particle thus leaves in its weJce a track of

ionized water molecules (H2O ), excited water molecules (H2O ), and

subexcitation electrons (e , ) . These events are complete by ~10 s

since the passage of the primary particle.



Table 1-1

Stages of Radiolysis for Low-Dose-Rate Irradiations

Ste^e Time Period (s) Events

Physical

Prechemical

Early Qiemical

Late Qiemical

-150-10

10-15 _ ^0-12

10-12 _ 10-6

> 10
-6

Production of H2O , HoO . and e
sub

Production of H. OH, H2. H2O2,

H3O . and e
aq

Diffusion of track species

Chemical reactions within
individual charged-particle
tracks

Diffusion of track species

Chemical reactions between
neighboring charged-particle
tracks



When the water medium is in the liquid state, the creation of HaO^

and H2O are not always localized at the site of initial energy transfer

(Heller et al . 1974; Ritchie et al. 1978). Inelastic collisions in

liquid water can. result in energy trsmsfers involving ~10 electrons.

These collective excitations eventually produce an H2O or H2O at a

site which can. be located up to nanometers from the trajectory of the

primary particle. This delocalization of energy transfer can play an

important role in the subsequent chemistry of the charged-particle

track.

The mean rate of energy loss by a charged particle per unit

pathlength x in a given medium is called the stopping power of the

mediiam. (-dE/dx). The stopping power of liquid water for electrons, as

given by theoretical calculations, is shown in Fig. 1-1. Above 1 MeV,

-dE/dx gradually increases due to radiative losses and a relativistic

rise in collision losses. The stopping power of liquid water for a

charged particle is also referred to as that particle's unrestricted

linear energy transfer, or LET.

Prechemical Stage

-15 —12During the time period from ~10 s to ~10 s, the medium

responds to initial changes produced during the physical stage, yet

there is not time enough for appreciable diffusion and chemical reaction

to take place. An ionized water molecule is thought to react quickly

with a neighbor water molecule forming a hydronium ion Eind a hydroxy

1

radical

:
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HzO'*' + H2O > HaO"^ + OH . (1-1)

There is experimental evidence (Ogura and Hamill 1973; Hamlll 1969) that

the H2O may first migrate (via charge transfer) several tenths of a

nanometer before undergoing reaction (1-1). Depending upon the

particular molecular treinsition involved, excitations are thought to

either dissociate according to

H,0** / H + OH
\ H2 + ' ^^ ^J

or autoionize with the resulting H2O undergoing reaction (1-1). The

oxygen atom in reaction (1-2) reacts with a neighboring water molecule

to form hydrogen peroxide. Also during this time, subexcitation

electrons continue to lose energy through vibrational and rotational

excitations of the surrounding medium, eventually reaching thermal

-12
energies. They become hydrated by ~10 s and are denoted by the

symbol e
aq

Earlv Chemical Stage

-12
At ~10 s, a charged-particle track consists of a spatial

distribution of OH, H, H2, H2O2. H3O , and e~ . These species

subsequently undergo diffusion and chemical reaction within the track,

resulting in a net decrease of OH, H, e , and H3O and a net increase
aq



of H2. H2O2. and OH . After ~10 s. the track species have diffused to

such an extent that further intratrack reactions are very unlikely and

all details of track structure are lost.

Two factors which can provide additional reactions during the early

chemical stage are the presence of a radical-scavenging solute and track

overlap during irradiations at high dose rates. Radical scavengers

compete with intratrack reactions at times dependent upon their

_'7
concentration. Scavenging reactions are appreciable at ~10 s at one

millimolar scavenger concentrations and at ~10~ s at one molar

scavenger concentrations (Wright et al. 1985a). In eiddition. the degree

to which scavenging reactions compete for species within the track

lessens with increases in particle LET.

For systems irradiated at very high dose rates, charged-particle

tracks can be produced in both temporal and spatial proximity. Under

these conditions, intertrack reactions occur at times prior to 10 s.

Examples include systems irradiated by pulses of accelerated electrons,

as in pulse radiolysis experiments.

Late Chemistry Stage

With the completion of intratrack reactions, all remaining species

continue to diffuse and react with species from neighboring tracks. At

high dose rates, this late chemistry steige is characterized primarily by

inhomogeneous reactions occurring within track overlap. At lower dose

rates, little overlap occurs before the remaining species have diffused

far apart and the chemistry of the system quickly becomes one of
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homogeneous, steady-state reactions. The time at which the number of

intertrack reactions exceeds the number of intratrack reactions is thus

dose-rate dependent. At low dose rates, this time is ~10~® s.

Research Objective

The objective of this dissertation is to determine the feasibility

of studying indirect radiation damage to glycylglycine through detailed

Monte Carlo computer simulations. This task is accomplished in three

stages. First, a computer model is developed for single-track

simulations of glycylglycine radiolysis. through the early chemical

stage, in both oxygenated and deoxygenated solutions. Second, this code

is used to calculate microsecond yields of various radiation products.

Third, these calculated yields are compared to experimental values where

available. If reasonable agreement is shown, the calculational approach

and its usefulness in investigating more complex molecular systems will

be supported.

Table 1-2 summarizes the modeling effort of this and previous

studies, along with experimental data currently available with which to

make comparisons. The left-hand column lists the four stages of

radiolysis. while the remaining columns correspond to three model

systems of interest: pure water, deoxygenated glycylglycine solutions,

and oxygenated glycylglycine solutions. For the pure water system, a

computer model simulating the first three stages was developed at ORNL.

Time-dependent yields of OH and e^^ calculated by this code for the
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early chemical stage c£in be compared to pulse radiolysis measurements in

the open literature (Jonah et al. 1976; Jonah and Miller 1977; Sumiyoshi

and Katayguna 1982). In addition, analytical techniques exist for

calculating product yields at late times (Chatterjee et al . 1983; Boyd

et al. 1980). Experimental data also exist for this late chemistry

stage (Hochanadel 1952).

At glycylglycine concentrations <1.2 M, indirect radiation effects

dominate and the Oak Ridge model cein therefore be used, as is, to

simulate the physical and prechemical stage of glycylglycine radiolysis

(see Table 1-2). Thus, this dissertation primarily involves the

development of a simulation code for the earlv chemical stage of

glycylglycine radiolysis in both oxygenated and deoxygenated solutions.

Future efforts will include modeling the late chemistry stage of

glycylglycine radiolysis by applying the techniques of Chatterjee et al

.

(1983) to the microsecond yields calculated in this dissertation.

Several end products are formed as a result of glycylglycine

radiolysis. Experimental efforts at ORNL currently provide yields of

both free gimmonia and glycylamide as functions of glycylglycine

concentration. These yields are determined under irradiation by 250-kVp

X-rays for both deoxygenated and oxygenated systems (Yoshida et al

.

1988). In addition, previous studies provide yields of free ammonia and

several other radiolysis products created in both oxygenated and

deoxygenated systems under ^°Co irradiation (Makada and Garrison 1972;

Garrison et al . 1973).
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Free ammonia in deoxygenated solution is the only radiolysis

product whose creation is complete within the early chemical stage.

Consequently, experimental support for the simulations performed in this

research is limited to comparing calculated and experimental yields of

free sunmonia in deoxygenated solution. Although no direct comijarisons

can be made, microsecond yields of additional intermediate products are

also calculated for this system.

Product yields are commonly reported as G-values, the number of

molecules produced per 100 eV of energy deposited in the system, and are

determined as functions of solute concentration. In order to make

comparisons with measured G-values of free sunmonia produced in

photon-irradiated systems, calculated yields are determined as follows.

By definition.

» (100) N (C)
G(NH*.C) = ^ . (1-3)

f
where G(NH3,C) is the G-value of free ammonia at glycylglycine

concentration C, N (C) is the total number of NH3 molecules produced at

concentration C, and E is the total energy deposited in eV. Since a

distribution of electron energies is produced during irradiation.
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E
p max _ .

(100) N(NH3,C.E) t(E)dE

G(NH^C) = g
. (1-4)

I

E
max

E t(E)dE

f
where N(NH3,C,E) is the mesin number of NH3 molecules produced at

concentration C by electrons with initial energy E. t(E)dE is the total

number of electrons produced with initial energies between E and E + dE,

and E^^ is the maximum initial energy of electrons produced by the

incident radiation. Furthermore. N(NH3,C,E) can be expressed as

f
G(NH3.C.E) E

N(NhLc.E) = . (1-5)
100

- f
where G(NH3,C,E) is the mean G-value for free ammonia production at

glycylglycine concentration C produced by electrons with initial energy

E. By substituting Eq. (1-5) into Eq. (1-4),

E
max/> max _ -

G(NH3.C.E) E t(E)dE

E t(E)dE

G(NhLc) = 2 (1-6)
max

I

. p max _ _

G(NH3.C) = G(NH3.C.E) W(E)dE . (1-7)
^0
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where W(E)dE represents the fraction of total energy deposition

contributed by electrons of initial energy E per energy interval. By

this method, G-values calculated for comparison with experiment require

_ f
separate determinations of W(E)dE and G(NH3.C.E). Microsecond yields of

additional intermediate products are calculated in a similar manner:

E
p max _

G(X.C.fis) = G(X,C.|is.E) W(E) dE , (1-8)

where G(X.C,fis,E) is the mean microsecond G-value of product X produced

by electrons of initial energy E in a solution of glycylglycine at

concentration C.

The development of a complete track model for glycylglycine

radio lysis is presented in Chapters 2 through 4. Chapter 2 details the

existing ORNL model for the physical, prechemical, and early chemical

stages of liquid water radiolysis. Chapter 3 describes various

modifications and improvements which were made to the ORNL model during

this research, yet were still within the context of pure water

irradiation. Chapter 4 details the development of a model for the early

chemical stage of glycylglycine radiolysis in both oxygenated and

deoxygenated systems.

Calculated yields of free ammonia in deoxygenated solution are then

presented in Chapters 5 through 7. Chapter 5 gives calculations of
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electron spectra for both X-ray and ^°Co irradiations, while Chapter 6

presents microsecond yields of free ammonia and additional intermediate

products calculated for monoenergetic electrons. The results of

Oiapters 5 and 6 are then used in Qiapter 7 to calculate free ammonia

yields in systems irradiated either by both X-rays or by ^°Co gamma

rays, followed by comparison with measured values. Conclusions drawn

from this modeling effort and recommendations for future investigations

are presented in Chapter 8.



CHAPTER 2

OAK RIDGE MODEL FOR WATER RADIOLYSIS

The Oak Ridge model for water radiolysis was developed at the

Health and Safety Research Division (formerly the Health Physics

Division) of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Hamm et al. 1976;

Ritchie et al. 1978; Turner et al. 1981; Wright et al. 1983: Turner et

al. 1983; Hamm et al . 1985; Wright et al . 1985a; Wright et al . 1985b;

Turner et al. 1988a; Turner et al . 1988b). The model is incorporated

into three Monte Carlo computer codes, OREC, SPCS, and RADLYS. These

codes correspondingly simulate the physical, prechemical , and early

chemical stages of charged-particle track development in liquid water.

The late chemistry stage, if needed, cem be treated in a separate set of

calculations.

Furthermore, two versions of OREC exist—one for transporting

electrons and one for transporting protons or alpha particles. Since

all experiments in the ORNL project have been limited thus far to photon

irradiations, only the electron transport version of OREC will be

discussed in this and in other chapters. It is important to note,

however, that simulation codes for the other stages of radiolysis are

applicable for axv£ charged-particle track. This is true for both the

17
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pure water codes presented in this chapter and also the simulation code

for glycylglycine radiolysis presented in Chapter 4.

Physical Stage

The Oak Ridge model for the physical stage was formulated in two

phases. First, inverse mean free paths (macroscopic cross sections) for

inelastic and elastic electron-liquid water interactions were compiled

from experimental data in all three phases and from theoretical

calculations. Second, an electron transport code based upon these cross

sections was developed: the code follows a primary electron and all of

its secondary electrons through liquid water until their energies fall

below the threshold for further electronic excitation. The transport

code records the spatial location of all inelastic events and

subexcitation electrons for subsequent development of the track during

the prechemical stage.

Inverse Mean Free Paths for Inelastic Scattering

The cross sections for inelastic scattering are obtained from

dielectric theory in which liquid water is assumed to respond to the

passage of charged particles as any dielectric medium responds to an

electromagnetic disturbance (Heller et al . 1974; Ritchie et al . 1978).

This response is quantitatively characterized by the medium's complex

dielectric function £((j,q), where u and q are, respectively, the energy
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and magnitude of the momentum transferred to the medium by the

disturbance. Cross sections derived from e(a),q) include the a priori

collective effects characteristic of the condensed phase.

The principal cross section derived from dielectric theory is the

total differential inverse mean free path (total DIMFP) . dfi/dw, and is

the probability an electron of energy E will have an energy loss between

(J and 0) + dw per unit length traveled per unit energy lost. The total

macroscopic cross section of the medium at energy E is obtained by

integrating d/i/dcj over all possible energy losses. For non-relativistic

electrons, the total DIMFP is given by

dn ^ J_ f
^2^"'q)

dcj ttE J - 2, . 2, .^q e^ (w.q) + e^ (w.q)

ja. (2-1)

where E is the electron energy, e. and e- are the real and imaginary

parts of the dielectric function, and q are the kinematic limits of

momentum transfer. All quantities are in atomic units such that

energies are given in multiples of 27.2 eV and lengths are given in

multiples of 0.0529 nm. Modifications to Eq. (2-1) are used for

electrons of relativistic energies. The fraction involving e. and e_ in

the integrand is the energy-loss function Im(-l/e). the imaginary part

of the complex function (-1/e). A plot of this quantity for liquid

water, which forms a three-dimensional surface as a function of w and q.

is shown in Fig. 2-1. The regions corresponding to excitation and
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Fig. 2-1. Energy-loss function Im[-l/e{(j,q)] for liquid water above
the plane Im(-l/e) = 10"^^, with u in eV and q in atomic
units (Turner et al . 1988b).
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ionization, which merge in the q = plane, separate at higher values of

q. The ridge on the right at relatively large co is due to K-shell

ionization of oxygen, which has a threshold of 540 eV.

The energy-loss function in Fig. 2-1 is based on experimental data

for water in all three phases and on theoretical principles. At values

of q much larger than the mean momentum of electrons in the ground state

of the medium, it is expected that target electrons will respond as if

free and initially at rest. Values of co and q thus become uniquely

related and the energy-loss function corresponding to ionization

approaches a sharp structure referred to as the Bethe ridge.

Values for the energy-loss function in the q = plsuie are obtained

directly from the optical data for liquid water. In this system,

photons transfer energy but not momentum to the media surface, and

ej(w,0) and e2i(-},0) are inferred from measured values of surface

reflectance at photon energy E = q (Heller et al . 1974). The values of

e^(u,0) and ej((o.O) are then fit using the functional forms

e^Cco.O) = CO
2

I

or 3 3
2 f -r (0

n n
p L r,„ 2 2>2 ^ 2 2,2 (2-2)

2 ^ (E 2 - </) [(E^2 - „2j2 ^ 3^ 2^2^
e,((0.0) = 1 + (0 2 ) f 2 rr——^ B L fO-SI1

'^

p Z n r,„ 2 2.2 ^ 2 2,2 ' ^^ "^^

[(E - CO ) + nr (u ]
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2
where u = 4TrN . N is the density of water molecules, E are resonance

p m m n

energies, t are damping constants, and f are oscillator strengths, all

teiken to be fitting parameters.

Values of the energy-loss function in the q ^ portion of the q-co

plane are extrapolated by allowing the fitting parameters E and -r to
n n

become q-dependent. Constraints on fitting parameters are dictated by

certain quantum-mechanical sum rules such as

J
u e^i(o,q) du = ^- Z u (2-4)

and

00

where Z is the number of electrons per water molecule.

To account for different modes of energy absorption in liquid

water, the total DIMFP is partitioned into 11 partial DIMFP's, each

associated with a particular excitation or ionization transition of the

water molecule. These transitions are listed in Table 2-1 along with

their classification type used in the transport code. The partitioning

of cross sections is accomplished by associating e_*^"^-'((j,q) with the jth

mode of energy absorption such that e_(w,q) = 2. e_^^^((j,q). The

partial DIMFP for the jth mode of energy absorption. dju^'^Vdw. is then
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Table 2-1

Modes of Electronic Energy Absorption

Interaction Type Presumed Transitic

Excitations: A^Bj
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defined by replacing e^(^(i3.q) in the numerator of the integrand of Eq.

(2-1) by e2^j)((o.q).

Inverse Mean Free Paths for Elastic Scattering

Data on the elastic scattering of electrons in liquid water do not

exist. Therefore, total and differential scattering cross sections for

atomic hydrogen and oxygen are used under the assumption that electrons

scatter incoherently in liquid water. For electron energies up to 1000

eV, scattering probabilities are obtained from phase shift calculations.

Cross sections at higher energies are obtained by using the Thomas-Fermi

model in the first Born approximation. In this model, the total elastic

cross section as a function of velocity v and atomic number Z is

approximated by

.Z2

where

4 ~2 2 • (2-6)
a^(l + aT)

1/3
0.565 Z^^ sa = (2-7)

and s is an adjustable parameter of the order of 0.66. The angular

distribution is approximated by
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dg Z^
d9 ^ 4 4, 2 ^ . 2 e >2

• ^^ ^)
4v (a + sin -5—)

where is the polar angle of scatter.

Electron Transport

The electron transport code OREC models the physical process of

energy deposition by electrons in liquid water. The code begins by

considering a primary electron in a liquid-water medium with a given

initial energy and trajectory. A flight distance is selected for the

primary electron based upon the total inverse mean free path for all

elastic 2ind inelastic collisions at that electron energy. The electron

is then moved to this collision site. Next, a type of interaction is

selected based on the partial IMFP's at that same energy.

If a collision is elastic, an angle of scatter is selected from Eq.

(2-8) and the flight distsmce to the next interaction is chosen. If a

collision is inelastic, an energy loss is selected based upon the

partial DIMFP for that event type and at that electron energy. If the

energy loss is less than 50 eV. a de localization of the energy transfer

is allowed to occur. This delocalization is a consequence of collective

effects in the condensed phase and is modeled by displacing the

interaction site through a lateral distance r in a random direction

azimuthal to the incident particle's path. The distance r is chosen

from the distribution
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P(r)dr = -^ pi-
. (2-8)

r + b

where w is the energy loss, v is the particle's velocity, and b and -r

are constants (taken to be 0.2 nm and 5, respectively, for liquid

water)

.

If an inelastic collision is an excitation, the electron's energy

is reduced by the energy loss selected and the electron is allowed to

continue in its precoUision direction. If an inelastic collision is an

ionization, the electron's energy is also reduced by the energy loss

selected, but is allowed to scatter as though it collided with a free

electron. The secondary electron produced is scattered as though

initially free and is given an energy equal to the energy lost by the

primary electron minus the binding energy of the target electron.

Each time a secondary electron is produced, the code continues by

transporting the electron with the lowest kinetic energy. When that

electron's energy falls below 7.4 eV, the assumed threshold for further

electronic excitation of liquid water, the code proceeds by trsmsporting

the higher-energy electron. This process is continued until all of the

original electron's energy is expended in the creation of H2O**. HgO"^.

and subexcitation electrons. The output of OREC is then the spatial

location of these three species.

As an example of these calculations. Fig. 2-2 shows the complete

tracks of six 800-keV electrons all starting at the same location and

traveling horizontally to the right. The plots were made by marking a
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dot at the projected location of every fifth inelastic event experienced

by the primary electron or one of its secondaries. Several physical

aspects of electron tracks are evident. Elastic scattering becomes more

pronounced as the electron losses energy, resulting in an increasingly

wandering track. Delta rays produced at sites of high energy loss are

also shovm. Finally, the increase in stopping power at lower electron

energies (Fig. 1-1, p. 7) is evident as each track plot becomes

increasingly darker along its length.

Prechemical Stage

This st^e of track development is characterized by the conversion

of the species H2O . H2O , and e , into chemical reactants. In the

simulations, this process is associated with the time period 10~ s to

-12
10 s with respect to local regions of a charged-particle track. The

prechemical stage is modeled by the code SPCS whose input is the spatial

location of all H2O , H2O , and e , 's computed by the transport code

OREC.

When an H2O is formed, it is first allowed to migrate in a random

direction through a distance selected from a Gaussian distribution with

a mean displacement 0.75 nm. It then reacts with a neighboring water

molecule according to
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UzO*' + H2O * Hod*' + OH. (2-9)

At 10 s, the products on the right replace the original H2O and are

separated by a dist£ince chosen from a Gaussian distribution with a mean

value of 0.29 nm, the diameter of a water molecule. Since it is not

known in which direction the hydrogen atom transfer occurs, the position

of the H3O is taken to be that of the original HsO"*" in 50% of the

reactions, with the OH radical placed about it in a randomly selected

direction. The positions of the two species are reversed in the other

50% of the reactions.

When an H2O is formed, one of several subsequent pathways is

chosen, depending on which of the six specific excited states is

involved (see Table 2-1. p. 23). The A B, and B^A- transitions (event

types 1 and 2) result, respectively, in the following two dissociations:

«=°"-{h;^°s • (^-'0)

The oxygen radical produced in the second dissociation is assumed to

react quickly with a neighboring water molecule to form H2O2. In the

other excitations (event types 3 through 6), which include high Rydberg

states seen in water vapor, it is assumed that em electron cem be lost
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to surrounding water molecules, leading to the formation of HaO^ and

reaction (2-9)

.

The subexcitation electrons formed in the physical stage thermalize

-12and become hydrated by 10 s. A hydration distance is randomly

selected for each subexcitation electron from a Gaussian distribution

with a mean displacement of 3 nm. Each subexcitation electron is thus

displaced by this distance in a random direction after which it is

designated a hydrated electron. e~ . A mean hydration distance of 3 nmaq

is used so as to obtain agreement between calculated and measured yields

of OH and e during the early chemical stage.

As an example of the calculations made at this stage of electron

track development. Fig. 2-3 shows the spatial location of reactive

species produced in the first 32 nm of a 4-keV electron track. The

electron was started at the origin in an initial trajectory along the

horizontal axis. A clustering of species is evident with hydrated

electrons spread over a somewhat greater volume than the other

reactants.

Early Chemical Stage

The early chemical stage of track development is modeled by the

computer code RADLYS and is associated with the time period lO"-^^ s to

10 s with respect to local regions of the track. During this

interval, reactive species produced within the track undergo diffusion
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and chemical reaction. These processes are simulated using

relationships drawn from diffusion and collision theory.

Theory of partially diffusion-controlled reactions

The thermal motion of chemical reactants can be yiewed on a

molecular leyel as discrete displacements, or "jumps," between molecules

of the surrounding medium. Starting with Pick's first law of diffusion,

one can ascribe a root-mean-square jump distance X trayeled by a

reactant during a jump time t according to the relation

D = -i^ • (2-11)

where D is the experimentally determined diffusion coefficient for that

reactant (Chang 1981). By assuming that diffusiye jumps are on the

order of 0.29 nm. the diameter of a water molecule, experimental

diffusion coefficients for radiogenic free radicals correspond to jump

-12
times on the order of 3 x 10 s. Table 2-2 gives diffusion

coefficients and root-mean-square jump distances for various species

-12
during a 3 x 10 s jump time.

The contribution of diffusion to the rate of a chemical reaction

was originally worked out by Smoluchowski (Smoluchowski 1916; Mozumder

1978). In his model, a reactant A was considered a sink towards which

another reactant B diffuses. Solving Pick's law of diffusion and using
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Table 2-2

Reactant Species. Diffusion Coefficients D.
and RMS Jump Distances X

Species D (10 ^ cm^s ^^

Source: Wright et al . (1985b)

X (nm)

OH 2.5 0.21

H30"*" 9.5 0.41

% 5.0 0.30

" 8.0 0.38

OH" 5.3 0.31

"2°2 1-^ 0.16
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the boundary condition that the concentration of reactant B is zero at a

distance R from reactant A, he showed that

k^ = 47rDR . (2-12)

where k^ is the reaction rate constant assuming the reaction is

completely diffusion-controlled. D is the sum of the diffusion constants

for reactants A and B. and R is the reaction radius. Mozumder (1978)

used this model to show that the probability of two species reacting in

time t. that were originally separated by distance B. is given by

• V 4Dt J

where erfc is the error function complement.

The boundary condition proposed by Smoluchowski is no longer valid,

however, when the mean jump distance of a reactant is comparable to the

reaction radius or there exist energetic or geometric restrictions which

must be met before a reaction can proceed. Noyes solved Pick's

diffusion equation by using instead a radiative boundary condition

(Noyes 1961; Mozumder 1978). and obtained the expression
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k k

^obs = k^ A •
(2-14)

d a

where k^^^ is the reaction rate constant expected to be observed, k, is

the rate constant if the reaction were diffusion-controlled, and k is
a

the rate constant if the reaction were not diffusion-controlled. The

activation-controlled rate constant k is given by k = ovP, where a is

the collision cross section of the reaction, v is the approach velocity

of reactant B relative to A, and P is the probability of reaction during

a single collision (Wright et al. 1988). Thus

k^, = ^R^^ P . (2-15)

where X, the mean jump distance, is given by

[-|r]
• (2-16)X2=x2l

The mean square jump distance. A . is given as the sum of the squares of

the jump distances for reactants A and B:

.2 ,2 ^2
^ =\ ^\ (2-17)
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Using Eqs. (2-11) and (2-15) in Eq. (2-14). one obtains

\hs = ^^°^ 3RP\

3RPX + 2 X^

(2-18)

The solution to Pick's diffusion equation under a radiative boundary

condition yields a zero concentration of reactant B. not at the reaction

radius R, but at a reduced radius a given by

a = R 3RPA

3RPX + 2 \^

(2-19)

The reduced radius is related to the observed reaction rate constant by

^obs ^ ^^^- Mozumder's expression for the probability of reaction in

time t then becomes

P(t) =-|-erfc[ (^-")
1 . (2-20)

Table 2-3 lists the primary reactions occurring in the water

radiolysis along with their observed rate constants, reaction radii, and

reduced radii. Two of the reactions occur with a collision probability

of 1/7 and 1/3, respectively.
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Table 2-3

Chemical Reactions, Rate Constants k. Reaction Radii R, Reduced Radii a

Reaction k
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Simulation of Track Chemistry

As an example of the calculations performed during the chemical

stage, the upper left panel of Fig. 2-4 shows the entire track of the

4-keV electron shown previously in Fig. 2-3. each dot representing a

-12
reactive species at 10 s. The calculations of the chemical stage

begin with such a track. The code RADLYS checks pairs of species to see

if they are able to react with one another according to Table 2-3. and

if they are within the required reaction radius R. The order in which

the species are checked follows the same order in which their precursor

-15
species at 10 s were formed. If a pair does react with collision

probability P. the reactants are removed from further consideration and

their products are created at the reaction site separated by a

root-mean-square distance of two molecular diameters. If the pair does

not react, a new pair is considered, one member taken from the previous

pair, and this checking continues throughout the track.

After permitting all possible reactions to proceed, the code allows

all unreacted species to undergo an elementary diffusive jump

corresponding to a time interval of 3 x 10~^^ s. Specifically, each

species is moved in a random direction through a distance selected from

a Gaussian distribution with a mesm displacement X calculated by Eq.

(2-11) (p. 32). After all species are jumped, the pairwise checking is

repeated. The chemical development of the track proceeds by alternating

simulations of chemical reaction and diffusion.

The above process, referred to as Reaction Scheme I, becomes

increasingly inefficient after 30 elementary jumps such that very few
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additional reactions occur between jumps. During the time 10 ^^
s to

10 s. Reaction Scheme II is implemented in which jump intervals larger

than three picoseconds are considered. During jump intervals in Scheme

II, pairs of species are allowed to react with a probability given by

Eq. (2-20) (p. 36). For each reaction, the products are placed at a

reaction site midway between the positions of the reactants at the

beginning of the jump interval. Unreacted species are allowed to

diffuse over this jump interval to the next time point.

The remaining panels of Fig. 2-4 show the result of these

calculations. Of the 920 reactive species originally present at lO"-^^

s. only 392 remain at 10 s. This decrease is expected since the

primary result of the reactions in Table 2-3 is the conversion of

reactive free radicals (H. OH, e" ) to unreactive molecular products

(Hs, H2O2. H2O). By 10 s, the remaining species have diffused to the

extent that most evidence of track structure is gone and few remaining

intratrack reactions are possible. After a microsecond, the remaining

species continue to diffuse away from the track center and will begin to

react with species produced from neighboring tracks.



CHAPTER 3

MODIFICATIONS TO THE OAK RIDGE MODEL

Prior to development of a simulation code for the early chemical

stage of glycylglycine radiolysis, several modifications were made to

the Oak Ridge model for pure water radiolysis. Thermal ization of

subexcitation electrons was made an explicit function of electron

energy. Agreement was reached between calculated and experimental

yields of OH and e as a function of time by making assumptions as to

the fate of H2O and H2O during the prechemical stage. Other changes

included incorporating reactions with dissolved oxygen, improving the

scheme for locating reaction sites during the early chemical stage, and

adding calculations of standard deviations for all product yields. At

the close of this chapter, a critique of the modified codes is given.

Thermal ization of Subexcitation Electrons

In the transport code OREC. the threshold for electronic excitation

of liquid water is 7.4 eV. Electrons which fall below that threshold

after an energy loss event are designated subexcitation electrons and

are not transported further. Subsequently, the code SPCS simulates

41
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their thermal ization by assuming each undergoes hydration during a

root-mean-square displacement of 3 nm.

A more realistic treatment would allow electrons to thermalize

through a distance dependent upon their subexcitation energy. From

Fermi age theory (Bethe et al. 1938, Fermi 1949. Weinberg and Wigner

1958). the root-mean-square disteince traveled by an electron that is

liberated into a medium at velocity v and slows down to thermal

velocity v , is given as

r(v ) =
J t:

th

V dv
(v) S(v) (3-1)

where 2^,.(v) is the elastic transport inverse mean free path. S(v) is

the stopping power of the medium, and atomic units are used throughout.

Both these quantities and the subsequent evaluation of Eq. (3-1) are

discussed separately.

Stopping Power for Low-Enerev Electrons

From dielectric theory (Ritchie 1959. Ritchie et al . 1975), one can

formulate the stopping power for low-energy electrons of velocity v as
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S(v) = (0 In
[dco J

ep(tj,0) dw
(3-2)

where u is the energy lost to vibrational and rotational excitations and

D is the intermolecular distance of the medium, taken to be 0.3 nm for

water. In addition. £^((0.0) and e^iu.O) are the real and imaginary

parts of the dielectric constant at zero momentum transfer. Values of u

are restricted so that only positive values of the logarithm term of the

integrand are used. Since there is negligible momentum transfer

i

accompanying energy losses by electrons at low velocities, the water

responds as if a photon of energy w is absorbed. Therefore, e and e

can be obtained from optical properties of liquid water. Specifically.

£ind

e.(aj.O) = n ^ - n.^
1 -^ r 1

e^(w.O) = 2n n. .2^ ' r 1

(3-3)

(3-4)

where n^ and n^ are the real and imaginary parts of the index of

refraction and are obtained from surface reflectance measurements at

photon energy w (Heller et al. 1974). Tabulated values of n and n
r i

exist for photons in the energy ranges 0.00002 to 0.62 eV (Zoloratev and
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Demin 1977), 0.47 to 3.44 eV (Palmer and Williams 1974). and 2.0 to 25.6

eV (Heller et al. 1974). By using Eqs. (3-3) and (3-4). the energy-loss

function Im(-l/e) is computed and is shown in Fig. 3-1. Equation (3-2)

is then evaluated to give the stopping power for low-energy electrons

shown in Fig. 3-2.

Elastic Transport IMFP for Low-Energv Electrons

For an electron of velocity v. the elastic scattering inverse mean

free path. 2 (v) . is defined by the expression

27r N p
TT

j

^nr i\ p p
sine de . (3-5)

where N^ is Avogadro's number, p and A are the density and atomic number

of the medium, is the polar angle of scatter, and a is the elastic

scattering cross section, differential in angle 9. To measure the

importance of elastic scattering on electron transport, a is weighted by

the factor (l-cosG) to obtain the elastic transport inverse mean free

path. 2 ^(v). Thus,
et

2Tr N p
TT

"^et^^^ 1 A"^""] "^"^'^^ (l-cosG) sine de . (3-6)
o

Experimental values of a are reported for electrons in water vapor
1

at energies of 0.01 to 10 eV (Itikawa 1978) and 4 to 10 eV (Danjo and
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Nishimura 1985). A recent study has suggested that elastic cross

sections may be an order of magnitude smaller in solid media (Bader et

al. 1988). A comparison of calculated and measured time decay of e~
aq

(discussed in the following section) suggest a scaling of vapor elastic

cross sections by 0.6 to obtain values for liquid water. Values of a

for water vapor are thus scaled by 0.6 and Eq. (3-6) is evaluated to

give 1^^ as a function of electron energy as shown in Fig. 3-3.

Therma l ization Distances for Low-Energy Electrons

Using S(v) and 2^^(v) for electrons in the energy range 0.01 to

10.0 eV. Eq. (3-1) Is evaluated to give the rms thermal ization distance

r(E) for low-energy electrons shown in Fig. 3-4. A modified version of

the code SPCS includes the function r(E) in its treatment of electron

thermal ization and hydration during the prechemical stage of radiolysis.

Specifically, the energy E of each subexcitation electron followed in

OREC is passed to tile code SPCS. SPCS then creates a hydrated electron

in a random direction at an rms distance r(E) from its prethermalized

position. Electrons produced through autoionization of type 3-6

excitations are also thermalized through an rms distance r(E), where

their energy E is assumed to equal the energy of their parent excited

state minus an average binding energy of 8 eV.
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Time Decay of Hydrated Electrons and OH Radicals

There is limited experimental data on yields of radiolytic products

in pure water for times earlier than 10~ s. Such data proyide a means

of supporting the calculated yields giyen by the Oak Ridge model. Three

studies exist which report the G-value for hydrated electrons from 100

ps to 3 ns (Jonah et al. 1976). the G-value for hydrated electrons at 30

ps (Sumiyoshi and Katayama 1982), and the G-yalue for the OH radicals

from 200 ps to 3 ns (Jonah and Miller 1977). In these studies, sample

cells are irradiated by a pulse of high-energy electrons. At the same

time, a portion of the electron beam is intercepted by a cell containing

1 atm of xenon in which Cerenkoy radiation is generated for use as an

analyzing light. By delaying the Cerenkoy light, absorbance by e~ or
i

aq

OH radicals is measured as a function of time relative to the arrival of

the electron pulse.

In the Jonah studies. 20- to 22-MeV electrons were used, while in

the Sumiyoshi and KaJtayama study. 45-MeV electrons were used. Both

secondary-electron spectra and collision stopping powers are fairly

energy independent for electrons in the energy range 1 MeV to 50 MeV;

therefore, chemical yields within track segments of electrons at these

energies are not expected to differ greatly.

Figure 3-5 shows time-dependent yields of OH radicals and e~ for
aq

1-MeV electron track

described in Chapter

segments as calculated by the unmodified ORNL model

2. Experimental data is also shown. The initial

yield and decay rate of hydrated electrons is not in accordance with
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experiment. So as to achieve better agreement, modifications are made

to the code SPCS.

The decay rates of hydrated electrons and OH radicals within a

track are greatly dependent upon their spatial distribution at 10~ s.

In addition, these decay rates are not independent due to reactions such

as e + OH * OH . Using the thermal ization scheme described in the

previous section and by increasing the migration distance of H2O"'' from

0.75 nm to 1.25 nm, the calculated decay rate of hydrated electrons is

brought into agreement with experiment.

To match the experimentally suggested initial yield of e~ , the
aq

scheme shown in Table 3-1 for partitioning of H2O into dissociations

and autoionizations is adopted. In this scheme, 25% of type 1

excitations and 23% of type 3-6 excitations are allowed to relax, where

AE represents thermal energy transferred locally to the medium. The

results of revised calculations of OH and e~ yields as functions ofaq

time are shown in Fig. 3-6. By making these modifications to the Oak

Ridge model, excellent agreement between calculated and measured values

is achieved.

Additional Chemical Reactions

The reactions listed in Table 2-3 (p. 37) represent the primary

ones occurring within charged-particle tracks in liquid water. These

reactions are virtually diffusion controlled with rate constants on the
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Table 3-1

Assumed Partitioning of Excitations

TYPE 1 H2O** > H + OH 75%

H2O + AE 25%

TYPE 2 H2O * ^2 + 100%

TYPE 3-6 H2O** » HgO"^ + e^^^ 57%

H + OH 20%

H2O + AE 23%
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order of 10 Ms. Reactions between free radicals and molecules of

biological interest occur with rate constzmts in the range 10 M~^s~'^ to

9-1-1
10 M s . Therefore, pure water reactions which occur at comparable

rates must also be considered in a complete simulation of the chemical

stage. In addition, molecular oxygen reacts with e~ to form theaq

superoxide radical (Oz") . while reaction with H radicals form its

conjugate acid, the hydroperoxyl radical (HO2). Subsequent reactions

between O2 , HOg. and the pure water species virtually double the number

of reactions possible during the chemical stage.

Additional reactions are thus incorporated into RADLYS, five

occuring in pure water radio lysis and fifteen occurring in the presence

of molecular oxygen. Four of the oxygen reactions are considered to

follow pseudo-first-order kinetics and are treated separately from the

remaining second-order reactions.

Second-Order Reactions

An extensive list of reactions occurring in pure water and in the

presence of dissolved oxygen was compiled as part of the computer

program MACKSIM developed at Canada's Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

(Boyd et al. 1980). MACKSIM calculates steady-state concentrations of

species produced during continuous low-dose-rate irradiation of water

systems, thus simulating the late chemistry stage of radiolysis. These

reactions are incorporated into RADLYS and are listed in Table 3-2.

Rate constants for the first ten reactions are fairly consistent with

ones previously used in RADLYS since they were both taken from the same
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Table 3-2

Revised Reactions. Rate Constants k. Reaction Radii R, Reduced Radii a

Reaction
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National Bureau of Standards compilations (Anbar et al. 1973, Ross 1975,

Anbar et al . 1975, Farhataziz and Ross 1977). The last four reactions

listed are secondary reactions with rate constants on the order of 10

Ms . Table 3-3 lists reactions in the presence of molecular oxygen.

A revised list of diffusion constants for all chemical species is given

in Table 3-4.

Pseudo-First-Order Reactions

Bimolecular reactions in which there is negligible consumption of

one reactant demonstrate first-order kinetics and are referred to as

pseudo-first-order reactions. The last two reactions listed in Table

3-3 are good examples, since one of the reactants is the aqueous

solvent. The first two reactions in that table, ones representing

scavenging by molecular oxygen, approach the pseudo-first-order limit

under two conditions. First, only a small fraction of the total oxygen

supply should be consumed during the irradiation, thus implying limits

on total absorbed dose for closed systems. Second, the concentration of

dissolved oxygen must be large relative to concentrations of e~ and H
aq

radicals within individual electron tracks. These radicals are

initially produced in local concentrations of ~10 mM, yet are diluted

several orders of magnitude as the track diffuses outward within one

microsecond. Cbncentrat ions of dissolved oxygen appear large in

comparison, even for air-saturated systems.

The four pseudo-first-order reactions listed in Table 3-3 are

simulated in the code RADLYS as follows. Each species (e~ , H, HO,, or
^ aq ^
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Table 3-3

Oxygen Reactions, Rate Constants k. Reaction Radii R. Reduced Radii a
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Table 3-4

Reactant Species and Diffusion Coefficients D

-5 2 -1
Species D (10 cm s ) Reference

®«r, 5.0aq

H 8.0

OH" 5.3

"2^2 1-^

OH 2.5 Wright et al. (1985b)

H3O"' 9.5

Hg 5.0 Burns et al. (1981)

O2 2.1

HO2 2.0

O2" 2.1

HO2 2.0 Estimated

0"
2.0
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) is allowed to react with probability P over a time interval At

according to

r> 1 -kCAt -^ „-Pj = 1 - e , (3-7)

where k is the reaction's second-order rate constant and C is the

concentration of either O2 or H2O, the latter assumed to be 55.5 M. If

a reaction did not occur, the species is allowed to diffuse over the

full At. If a reaction did occur, the species is first allowed to

diffuse over the time interval fAt, followed by diffusion of the

products over the the remaining interval (l-f)At, where 0<f<l. The

fraction f is determined with probability P according to

J
_ -kCfAt

^2 =
,

"
^kCAt •

(3-8)
1 - e

The scavenging capability of O2 is demonstrated in Fig. 3-7 and

3-8. Yields of e as functions of time for 500-eV electrons at several

values of the oxygen pressure are shown in Fig. 3-7. Oxygen gas above

the water and at these pressures is assumed to be in equilibrium with

dissolved oxygen. The pressure of 0.209 atm corresponds to that of

oxygen in atmospheric air. Figure 3-8 gives yields at lO'^s for OH.

e . and H as functions of oxygen pressure.
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ORNL-DWG 87-13033

0.5 1.0

OXYGEN PRESSURE (atm)

Fig. 3-8. Yields of OH, H, and hydrated electrons at 10" s calculated
for 500-eV electrons as functions of oxygen partial pressure
(Turner et al. 1988b).
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Location of Reaction Sites

When a second-order reaction occurs between a pair of species

located at positions (x^.y^ z^) and {ii.^,y^,x^, the reaction site is

placed midway along the line segment connecting their positions. This

is a reasonable assumption when elementary diffusive jumps are employed

during Reaction Scheme I, yet becomes less realistic when longer time

intervals are simulated during Reaction Scheme II. A location scheme is

thus implemented which takes into account the relative diffusion of the

two species. Specifically, the coordinates of the reactants are

weighted inversely by their diffusion distances X. The x-coordinate of

the reaction site, for example, is given by

(Xj/Xj) + (X2/X2)

(1/Xj) + (l/A^)
(3-9)

which reduces to

X = X,

^ ^ ^2
J

+ X,

\ ^\ (3-10)

X = X.
r 1

^
v^+v^ + x^ ^^^ (3-11)
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These same weighting factors are also used \ determine the y- and

z-coordinates of the reaction site. This me '' od still assumes that the

most probable location for the reaction is along the line segment

connecting the species at the beginning of the time interval. More

sophisticated methods would select a reaction site according to a

predetermined spatial probability distribution.

Precision of Reported Product Yields

Product yields are reported by the code RADLYS as G-values, the

total number of molecules produced per 100 eV of energy deposition.

Thus for a series of simulated electron tracks,

(lOO)N {100)N
G =

E = -^ (3-12)
t E

where N is the total number of molecules produced. E is the total
'- t

energy deposited in eV. N is the average number of molecules produced

per track, and E is the average energy deposited per track. It is

instructive to know the precision of reported yields and therefore

calculations giving the variance of product yields are added to the code

RADLYS. Since N and E are highly correlated.
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believed to provide a representative simulation of electron transport in

liquid water.

In a recent study (Turner et al. 1988a). OREC's liquid-water cross

sections were scaled for plastic media. Subsequently, a version of OREC

using these modified cross sections was used to simulate the beta

response of a scintillator probe to both point and plaque sources.

Calculated depth-dose curves were in good agreement with measured

pulse-height spectra, thus providing an indirect check with experiment.

Since Monte Carlo techniques are used in the simulation code, new

experimental and theoretical data can be readily incorporated into the

program. Currently, a reassessment of the code's cross sections for

elastic scattering is planned in light of recent experiments in water

vapor (Danjo and Nishimura 1985).

Prechemical Stage

Of the three stages of the radiolysis simulated in the Oak Ridge

model, the prechemical stage is based least upon experimental data.

Physical limitations of pulse radiolysis techniques prohibit

investigating events occurring prior to 10~ s (Spinks and Woods 1976).

Subsequently, various assumptions are made in the model as to the

mechanisms linking the physical and chemical stages.

A much needed improvement to the model is the prescription of

electron thermal izat ion presented in this chapter. It is not complete,

however, since the scaling of elastic scattering cross sections from the

vapor to the liquid was somewhat arbitrary. A method which will be
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implemented in the near future proposes to use both optical data and

dielectric theory in an independent derivation of these cross sections

for liquid water. This would leave the migration distance of HsO"*" and

the partitioning of excitations as the only adjustable parameters

available to fit the pulse radiolysis data shown in Figure 3-6. It is

hoped that all parameters used would eventually be firmly based upon

theory, experiment, or both.

An additional phenomenon not considered at present is that of

geminate recombination. Geminate pairs of radicals (i.e., produced from

the same HgO ) are currently allowed to recombine as early as 10~^^
s,

the beginning of the early chemical stage. However, during an

ionization produced by the primary electron or an autoionization of an

H2O
.

the subexcitation electron is always thermal ized and hydrated. It

is conceivable that a fraction of these electrons are recaptured by

their parent H2O forming a H2O . If recapture is possible, it remains

to be seen whether these electrons would produce further ionization or

excitation in the medium prior to recombination. As an alternative to

the partitioning of HgO . geminate recombination could be an explanation

for the high initial yields e~ shown in Fig. 3-5 (p. 51).

Earlv Chemical Stage

Parameters used in simulating the early chemical stage are almost

exclusively taken from experimental data. However, limitations on

computer run-time permit only an approximate treatment of diffusion and

chemical reaction. If calculational limitations did not exist.
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diffusive jump distances would be limited to molecular diameters

throughout track development. Between jumps, the total number of

reactant pairs whose separation is within their reaction radii would be

tabulated. If a species is capable of undergoing more than one

reaction, the reaction allowed to proceed would be selected at random.

To understand the number of calculations required in this more

realistic approach, consider the calculation of G-values for 100-keV

electrons. Each track might contain ~23,000 species at lO"'^^ s. For

diffusive jumps corresponding to 3 ps. some 333.333 time points would be

needed in order to simulate track development out to a microsecond. At

early time points, ~260,000.000 reactant pairs would be checked for

possible reactions and at latter times, assuming half the number of

reactants remain in the track. ~66.000,000 pairs would be checked.

These calculations would then be performed for ~100 tracks to achieve

good statistics on product yields.

The number of required calculations is reduced in RADLYS by

allowing reactions to proceed as soon as they are found, thus avoiding

having to choose among several possible reactions for each species at

any given time. In addition, longer jump times are simulated during the

—10 fitime interval 10 s to 10 s and Eq. (2-20) (p. 36) is used to

determine reaction probabilities for reactant pairs within the track.

This equation, however, is only strictly valid for isolated reactant

pairs and is thus applicable only as the track becomes very diffuse.

Regardless of its uncertainties, the modified Oak Ridge model

demonstrates excellent agreement with experimental data on
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time-dependent yields for e and OH radicals, the primary initiators of

biological damage. Its extension to systems such as aqueous solutions

of glycylglycine is therefore made with some degree of confidence.



CHAPTER 4

MODEL FOR THE EARLY CHEMICAL STAGE
OF GLYCYLGLYCINE RADIOLYSIS

In the late 1960 's and early 1970* s, the radiation chemistry of

glycylglycine in aqueous solution was investigated at the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory as part of a continuing effort to understand

radiation effects on amino acids, peptides, and proteins. Under the

direction of Warren M. Garrison, several investigations sought to

measure yields of radiolytic chemical products. Reaction schemes were

proposed to account stoichiometrically for all products analyzed.

Studies were made in both oxygenated systems (Makada gmd Garrison 1972)

and deoxygenated systems (Garrison et al. 1973); measured product yields

from these studies are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. Many of the

reactions outlined in these two investigations were confirmed during the

late 1970 's and early 1980 's through experimental techniques of spin

trapping, pulse radiolysis. and electron spin resonance (ESR)

spectroscopy (Garrison 1987).

This chapter presents a model for the early chemical stage of

glycylglycine radiolysis. Its foundation is the Oak Ridge model for

deoxygenated and oxygenated water radiolysis presented in Chapters 2 and

3. The reactions proposed in Garrison et al . (1973) for deoxygenated

70
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Table 4-1

Product G-Values in the ^°Co Irradiation of Glycylglycine
in Deoxygenated Aqueous Solution

Product 0.05 M 1.0 M Solid

Total Ammonia
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Table 4-2

Product G-Values in the ^°Co Irradiation of 0.05 M Glycylglycine
in Oxygenated Aqueous Solution

Product 0.05 M

Total Ammonia
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solutions of glycylglycine and the reactions proposed in Makada and

Garrison (1972) for oxygenated solutions of glycylglycine are thus added

to the existing pure water reactions in the code. All second-order

reactions added to the code are modeled according to the techniques

presented in Early Chemical Stage of Chapter 2; all pseudo-first-order

reactions added are modeled according to the techniques presented in

Additional Chemical Reactions of Chapter 3.

There are seventeen reactions describing glycylglycine radiolysis

in oxygenated and deoxygenated solutions. However, the rate constant

for only one of these reactions is given in the two Garrison references.

Consequently, an extensive literature search was made for all values.

In cases where rate constants are unavailable, estimates are made from

analogous reactions or they are inferred from measured yields of final

products.

After a brief review of glycylglycine structure and notation, the

model is presented in three sections: (1) the initiating reactions

between glycylglycine and radiogenic free radicals; (2) the subsequent

reactions in deoxygenated systems; €ind (3) the subsequent reactions in

oxygenated systems. For each section, the reactions as proposed in

Garrison et al
. (1973) or Makada and Garrison (1972) are presented,

followed by estimates of rate constants and schemes for reaction

modeling. Makada and Garrison (1972) studied only the chemistry of 0.05

M glycylglycine; thus, the reactions proposed here for oxygenated

systems may not be valid for concentrated solutions of glycylglycine.
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Glvcvlglyclne Structure

The amino acid glycine. NHaCHzOOO". has the structure

where NH3- is the amino group. -COO" is the carboxyl group, and the

central carbon atom is referred to as the a-carbon. Glycylglycine is

formed when the amino group of one glycine reacts with the carboxyl

group of another:

H

H H

H2O

H

The resulting bond between the two glycine a-carbons. —C—N— . is

called the peptide bond and thus glycylglycine is termed a dipeptide.

The two a-carbons of the glycylglycine molecule are notationally
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distinguished by their adjacent functional groups; thus the two carbons

are respectively the N-terminal (amino end) and C-terminal (carboxyl

end) a-carbon. When catalyzed by the addition of a strong acid or base,

a hydrolysis reaction splits the peptide bond through the addition of

the elements of water, thus reversing the above reaction. The

glycylglycine molecule is denoted in this chapter using the conventional

notation NHaCHzOONHCHzOOO"

.

Glycylglycine can exist in three protonated forms.

pK=:3.1 pK=^8.1

NHaCHaC^NHCHaOOOH ^===^ NH3CH2OONHCH2OOO" =5=^ NH2CH2CONHCH2COO"
,

(zwitterion)

where the pK values correspond to the pH at which two of the forms exist

in equal concentrations. The radiation chemistry of glycylglycine

depends greatly upon the protonated form of the molecule. For

simplicity, all experimental and calculational investigations of

glycylglycine are limited to a pH of ~5.9. where the molecule is

predominantly in the zwitterion form.
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Initiating Reactions

Reactions During Irradiation

The radiolysis of glycylglycine begins with three reactions between

the solute and radicals produced within charged-particle tracks. Two

reactions involve abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the C-terminal

a-carbon

:

H + NHaCHaCONHCHaCOO" * Hg + NhJcHzOONHCHOOO (4-1)

and

OH + NHaCHaOONHCHzCOO" * H2O + NH3CH2OONHCHOOO" . (4-2)

Hydrogen abstraction is not energetically favorable at other locations

along the molecule as long as it is in its zwitterion form (Simic 1983).

The dot shown above the C-terminal a-carbon indicates the presence of an

unpaired electron and the resulting secondary free radical is hereafter

referred to as the H-abstraction radical.

The third initiating reaction involves interaction of a hydrated

II

electron with the carbonyl group (—C—) of the peptide bond forming an

electron adduct:
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H

+ NHtcH^CONHCH^nOO" » NHtrH—
aq

e + NH3CH2CONHCH2OOO » NH3CH2—C—N—CHzOX) . (4-3)

The double bond character of the C = within the carboxylic group is

considerably less than that of the C = within the peptide bond; thus

electron attachment to the former is negligible (Willix and Garrison

1967). Following reaction (4-3). the electron is transferred

intramolecularly toward the positive amino group, resulting in reductive

deamination of the molecule:

H

NH3CH2—C—N—CH2COO —2 NH; + CH2OONHCH2OOO . (4-4)

In order to be consistent with the terminology of Garrison et al.

(1973). the ammonium ion produced in reaction (4-4) will be referred to

as free ammonia, thus distinguishing it from other bound sources of

ammonia. At a pH of 5.9. ammonia remains in solution predominantly as

NH4. In this dissertation, the second product of reaction (4-4) will be

referred to as the desumination radical

.

Reductive deamination of glycylglycine in reaction (4-4) is not

always 100% efficient (Simic et al . 1970). If the electron adduct

encounters an H-abstraction radical before it completes the electron

transfer, a reconstitution reaction may follow via
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H

NH3CH2—C—N—CH2COO + NHaCHzCONHCHOX)

H2O
* 2 NH3CH2OONHCH2OOO + OH . (4-5)

(glycylglycine)

Such a reaction is thought to be importEint only in systems irradiated at

high dose rates, such as during pulse radiolysis, or possibly within

individual high-LET tracks.

Rate Constants and Modeling Scheme

Since the protonation state of glycylglycine changes with pH, rate

constants for the initiating reactions (4-1). (4-2). and (4-3) are pH

dependent. A list of experimentally determined rate constants for these

reactions is given in Table 4-3. Since both the experiments and

calculations of this research were performed at a pH of 5.9. the rate

constants selected from Table 4-3 are k^.^ = 5.2 x 10^ M'^^s"^ for

reaction (4-1) (Neta and Schuler 1971). k4_2 = 2.2 x 10^ M~-^s~^ for

reaction (4-2) (Scholes et al. 1965). and k4_3 = 2.2 x 10^ M~^s~^ for

reaction (4-3) (Tal and Faraggi 1975).

These three initiating reactions are modeled as pseudo-first-order

reactions such that each H, OH, and e~ is allowed to react with theaq

solute with a probability P = 1 - e~^^^. where k is the second-order

rate constants listed above, C is the concentration of glycylglycine.
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Table 4-3

Rate Constants for Initiating Reactions

Reaction
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and At is the time interval modeled. This assumption is thought to be

—12reasonable even at times of ~10 s (before the track species have

diffused appreciably), and at glycylglycine concentrations as low as

0.025 M.

Chemistrv in Deoxvgenated Solution

Reactions During Irradiation

During the irradiation of deoxygenated solutions of glycylglycine.

the initiating reactions with radiogenic free radicals can be summarized

as follows:

H + NH3CH2OONHCH2OOO » H2 + NH3ai2CX)NHCHaX)" (4-1)

OH + NH3CH200NHCH2COO~ » H2O + NH3CH2OONHCHCOO" (4-2)

+ - H"^ + •% + NH3CH2OONHCH2OOO —2-. NH; + CH200NHCH2C00~ . (4-6)

In presenting the result of hydrated electron attack as that shown in

reaction (4-6). two assumptions are made: first, the electron adduct

intermediate of reactions (4-3) and (4-4) is very short-lived and need

not be modeled explicitly; and second, the yield of the reconstitution

reaction (4-5) is negligible. The latter assumption is generally a
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valid one, especially during low-dose-rate photon irradiations. In

addition, it is implied that k4_6 equals k4_3 given earlier.

The secondary free radicals formed in reactions (4-1). (4-2), and

(4-6) are removed through the following interradical reactions:

2 NH3CH2CONHCHOOO f NH3CH2OONHCHOOO (4-7a)

I -
NH3CH2CX)NHCHCXX)

2 CH2OONHCH2OOO * CH2OONHCH2OOO (4-8)

CHaOONHCHaOOO"

NHaCHaOONHCHOOO" + CH2CX)NHCH2000~ * (4-9)

NH3CH2OONHCHOOO"

I

CH2OONHCH2OOO

In these reactions, a covalent bond is formed between two species at the

site of their original unpaired electron. The products of reactions

(4-7a). (4-8), and (4-9) are precursors to diaminosuccinic acid,

succinic acid, and aspartic acid, respectively.

An alternative pathway for reaction (4-7a) during irradiation is

the disproportionation reaction
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,+^
2 NH3CH2OONHCHOOO * (4-7b)

IHaCHaCONHCHaCOO'

(glycylglycine)

NH3CH2CONHCH2COO + NH3CH200N=CHaX)~ .

The subsequent chemistry of the latter product, a dehydropeptlde, yields

glycylamide. glyoxylic acid, and formaldehyde via

H2O + NH3CH2C0N=CHaX)~ * NH3CH200NHCH(0H)C00" (4-10)

followed by

NH3CH200NHCH(0H)000 p^ NH3CH2OONH2 + CHOOOO" (4-1 la)

(glycylamide) (glyoxylic acid)

H^ + (4-llb)
NH3CH2OONH2 + HCHO + OOp.

(glycylamide) (formaldehyde)

An additional source of glycylamide. glyoxylic acid, and formaldehyde i;

the reaction

H2O2 + NH3CH2OONHCHOOO" * NH3CH200NHCH(OH)000" + OH . (4-12)

followed by reactions (4-lla) and (4-llb).

Another reaction occurring in irradiated, deoxygenated solutions of

glycylglycine is the scavenging of deamination radicals by the solute:
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CH2OONHCH2OOO + NH3CH2OONHCH2COO" * (4-13)

CHaOONHCHzCXX) + NH3CH200NHCHaX)"

(acetylglycine)

This reaction occurs in competition with reactions (4-8) and (4-9). The

result of reaction (4-13) is a conversion of deamination radicals to

H-abstraction radicals and acetylglycine.

Chemically-Induced Reactions

Several products are thus formed by irradiating deoxygenated

solutions of glycylglycine. Products which can be assayed directly from

the irradiated solution include free ammonia from reaction (4-6),

glyoxylic acid from reaction (4-lla). formaldehyde and carbon dioxide

from reaction (4-llb). and acetylglycine from reaction (4-13). Other

products are indirectly assayed by adding strong acid or base to

aliquots of the irradiated solution and then measuring various

hydrolysis products (Garrison et al . 1973). Irradiation products which

are indirectly assayed through this technique include those formed in

reactions (4-7a) . (4-8). and (4-9). and also glycylamide formed in

reactions (4-lla) and (4-llb).

In Garrison et al. (1973). aliquots of the irradiation solution are

made acidic through the addition of 2N HCl . whereby the products of

reactions (4-7a) . (4-8). and (4-9) undergo the following hydrolysis

reactions:
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2 HoO"*" + NH3CH2OONHCHCOOH » 2 NHaCHaCXWH + NH3CHOOOH
I JNH3CH2CONHCHCOOH (glycine) NH3CHOOOH

(diaminosuccinc acid)

2 H30'^ + CH2CONHCH2COOH » 2 NH3CH2OOOH + CHaOXDH

CH2OONHCH2COOH (glycine) CH2OOOH

(succinic acid)

2 H30"^ + NH3CH2C0NHCHaX)H * 2 NH3CH2aX)H + NH3CHCOOH
I

I

CH2CONHCH2OOOH (glycine) CH2OOOH

(aspartic acid)

The yields of the acid precursors formed in reactions (4-7a). (4-8), and

(4-9) during irradiation are therefore equal to the yields of the

corresponding acids measured within the acidified solution.

The yield of glycylamide formed in reactions (4-lla) and (4-llb) is

inferred in Garrison et al . (1973) by measuring ammonia released during

its hydrolysis at high pH. When 2N NaOH is added to aliquots of the

irradiated sample, bound ammonia is released through the reaction:

OH + NH2CH2a)NH2 * NH2CH2CXX)" + NH3

(glycylamide) (glycine)
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In Garrison et al. (1973), this source of ammonia is termed amide

ammonia so as to distinguish it from free ammonia produced in reaction

(4-6). The term total ammonia refers to the sum of free and amide

ammonia.

Rate Constants and Modeling Scheme

The chemistry of secondary radicals produced in deoxygenated

solutions is thus described in reactions (4-7) through (4-13). In the

simulation code, only the resulting stoichiometry of reactions (4-10),

(4-lla), and (4-Hb) is considered. In this way, the code scores one

glycylamide and also one glyoxylic acid or formaldehyde for every

NH3CH2CX)N=CHCXX) produced from reaction (4-7b) and for every

NH3CH200NHCH(OH)000" produced in reaction (4-12). Consequently, the

simulation code requires rate constants only for reactions (4-7), (4-8),

(4-9), (4-12), and (4-13). In addition, the simulation code requires

the branching ratio for reactions (4-7a) and (4-7b) and the branching

ratio for reactions (4-lla) and (4-1 lb). Rate constants for the

initiating reactions (4-1). (4-2), and (4-6) were discussed previously.

Literature values for secondary radical reactions are limited to

only reactions (4-7) and (4-8). In a pulse radiolysis study by Simic et

al. (1970), k4_7 was measured as 3.2 x 10 M~^s~^ (pH ~6.0) and k4_8 was

measured as 9 x 10 M" s"^ (pH 7.0). respectively. Estimates are made

for the remaining p)arEimeters.

By assuming the rate at which secondary free radicals recombine is

fairly uniform. k4_g is estimated at 6 x 10^ M~^s~^ the average of
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k4_7 and k4_8 given above. In estimating k^.^Z' one cem make a crude

assumption that the relative reactivity of the H-abstraction radical

(HAR) with H2O2 and O2 is comparable to that of H radicals with H2O2 and

O2 . Thus

,

^(H202 + HAR) ^(H202 + H)

^(02 + HAR) ^(02 + H)

*^«^^ ^H202 . HAR) - k— k(H202
-H H) ^ ^'^ ^ '^'^ ''~'-~'

' \o, -h H)

is 1.8 X 10 M s
, and k,^

^ hARV ^^ estimated in the following

8 —1 —1
section, is 5.5 x 10 M s . The rate constant k4_i2 is thus estimated

at 2.8 X 10^ M~-^s~-^.

Little information exists as to the value of k4_i3 other than the

statement by Simic that reactions between secondary radicals and solute

molecules are "rather slow" (Simic 1983). A value of 1 x 10^ M'^^s'^ is

arbitrarily chosen for k4_i3 in the simulation code.

By using experimental yields shown in Table 4-1 (p. 71). an

estimate of the fraction of reactions (4-7) which result in dimerization

[reaction (4-7a)] is obtained by the expression

G(diaminosuccinic acid)
f4-T =

G(diaminosuccinic acid) + G(glyoxylic acid) + G( formaldehyde)
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This fornnilation assumes that the contribution of glyoxylic acid and

formaldehyde via reaction (4-12) is small compared to that produced via

reaction (4-7b) . From the yields in Table 4-1 at 0.05 M and 1 M

glycylglycine. the equation above gives t^.-j as 0.56 and 0.63.

respectively. An average value of 0.60 is used in the simulation model.

Similarly, an estimate of the fraction of reactions (4-11) which

produce glyoxylic acid [reaction (4-lla)]. as opposed to forming

formaldehyde and OO2 [reaction (4-1 lb)], is made from the product yields

listed in Table 4-1. This fraction is estimated by the expression

G(glyoxylic acid)
^4-11 =

G(glyoxylic acid) + G( formaldehyde)

From the yields in Table 4-1 at 0.05 M and 1 M glycylglycine. the

equation above gives f4_ii as 0.84 and 0.78. respectively. An average

value of 0.81 is used in the simulation model.

As stated in the previous section, the three initiating reactions

are treated by pseudo-first-order kinetics in the simulation model.

Rate constants used in the model for reactions (4-7), (4-8). (4-9).

(4-12), and (4-13) are



k4-7 = 3.2 X 10® M"^s"^

k4_8 = 9 X 10® M~^s~^

k4_9 = 6 X 10® M"^s~^

k4_i2 = 2.8 X 10® M~^s"^

and k4_i3 = 1 x 10^ M~^s~^

Branching ratios for reactions (4-7) and (4-11) are 0.60 and 0.81.

respectively. Each of the five reactions above is modeled explicitly at

various time points by considering the spatial separation of reactants

and their reaction radii. As a first approximation, diffusion

coefficients for all secondary free radicals are assumed to equal 1.06 x
-5 2-1

10 cm s , the diffusion coefficient of glycine (Weast 1976).

Chemistrv in Oxygenated Solution

Reactions During Irradiation

The reactions presented in the previous section continue to occur

within irradiated solutions of glycylglycine even in the presence of low

concentrations of dissolved oxygen. However, in the presence of Og at

sufficiently high concentrations. H radicals and hydrated electrons are

removed according to the reactions
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H + Oo * HO,

and e + Oo * Oo
aq ^ ^

The dominant reaction initiating glycylglycine radiolysis thus becomes

H-abstraction by OH radicals:

OH + NH3CH2OONHCH2OOO" * H2O + NH3CH2OONHCHCOO . (4-2)

The subsequent chemistry begins with a scavenging of H-abstraction

radicals by molecular oxygen via

O2 + NH3C3l2CX)NHCHC00 * NH3CH200NHCH(02)000 . (4-14)

(peroxy radical)

The resulting peroxy radicals react with one another producing alkoxy

radicals:

2 NH3CH200NHCH(02)aX)~ » 2 NH3CH200NHCH(0)000~ + O2 . (4-15)

(alkoxy radical)

which subsequently react with molecular oxygen according to

O2 + NH3CH200NHCH(0)000 * NH3CH2OONHCHO + O2 + OO2 . (4-16)
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I

In competition with reaction (4-16). the (-CH-) site of the alkoxy

radical can react intramolecularly with the C-H bond of the N-terminal

a-carbon. The planar structure of the peptide bond forms a "6-member

ring" thus enabling an intramolecular hydrogen abstraction to occur:

NHo-^ C--COO * NH3 C- ""C 000 . (4-17)
H C—N H H C—n" "h

II I II 1OH OH

The resulting product can then react with molecular oxygen via

O2 + NH3CHO0NHCH(OH)O0O > NhJ=CHO0NHCH(OH)C0O + HO2 . (4-18)

followed by a hydrolysis reaction giving free ammonium ion,

glyoxylamide, and glyoxylic acid:

H2O + NH2=CHC0NHCH(0H)aX) * (4-19)

NHt + CHOOONH2 + CHOCXX)"

(glyoxylamide) (glyoxylic acid)
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Chemically-Induced Reactions

The terminating reactions for secondary peptide radicals in

irradiated, oxygenated solutions of glycylglycine are reactions (4-16)

and (4-19). Reaction (4-16) produces ~, OOg. and the species

NH3CH2OONHCHO. Upon the addition of strong base to the irradiated

solution, this latter product is hydrolyzed to give glycine, ammonia,

and formic acid:

2 0H~ + NH2CH2C6NHCHO —» NHzCHzCOO" + NH3 + HOOO" .

(glycine) (formic acid)

As before, Makada and Garrison (1972) refer to this source of ammonia as

amide ammonia so as to distinguish it from the free or unbound ammonia

produced in reaction (4-19)

.

In addition to producing free ammonia, reaction (4-19) also yields

glyoxylamide and glyoxylic acid. At high pH, glyoxylamide is hydrolyzed

to give additional glyoxylic acid and amide ammonia through the reaction

0H~ + CHOCONH2 * CHOOOO" + NH3 .

(glyoxylamide) (glyoxylic acid)

Rate Constants and Modeling Scheme

The primary chemistry of secondary radicals produced in oxygenated

solution is thus described in reactions (4-14) through (4-19). In the

simulation code, only the resulting stoichiometry of reactions (4-18)

and (4-19) is considered. In this manner, the code scores the
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production of one free ammonia, one amide auiunonia, and two glyoxylic

acids (as measured after basic hydrolysis) for every intramolecular

reaction (4-17). Thus, only the rate constants for reactions (4-14),

(4-15). (4-16). and (4-17) are needed in the simulation code.

A literature search of rate constemts was conducted which revealed

a range of values useful in estimating k4_i4 and k4_i5. Table 4-4 gives

rate constants for the general reaction between molecular oxygen and

secondary free radicals. Of the species listed, the one which most

closely resembles the glycylglycine radical is the acetylglycylglycine

radical as measured by Hayon and Simic (1973). Thus, k4_i4 is estimated

at 5.5 X 10® M~^s"^

Table 4-5 gives rate constants for the general bimolecular reaction

between two peroxy radicals. Of the species listed in this table, the

one which most closely represents the peroxyglycylglycine radical is the

peroxyacetate radical, '02012000 , as measured by Abramovitch and Rabani

(1976). The other listings are for hydroxyl radicals, one is for a

cyclic hydrocarbon radical, Eind the remaining listings are

generalizations. Thus. k4_i5 is estimated at 6.5 x 10 M~^s~^.

The two remaining reactions, (4-16) and (4-17), represent competing

reactions for the alkoxy glycylglycine radical, NH3CH200NHCH(0)000~.

One can make the assumption that the reaction between O2 and the alkoxy

radical in (4-16) is similar to that between O2 and the H-abstraction

radical in reaction (4-14); thus k4_i6 ^ ^4-1^ ^ 5.5 x 10® M'^^s"^.

Given this approximate value for k4_i5, one can estimate the value of

k4_i-7 using the measured product yields listed in Table 4-2 (p. 72).
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Table 4-4

Survey of Rate Constants for Reactions Between
O2 euid Secondary Free Radicals

Radical k (M~-^s"-^) pH Reference

Most organic radicals

NHoCHOOO

CH2OOO

(CH3)2C(0H)

CH2OH

CHgHg

Ac-Gly-NHCHCOO'

CH3C(OH)000"

CHzOOO"

0Cl3C(0H)2

NHCHOONHCH2CX)

NHC(CH3 )00NHCH(CH3 )C0

N(CH3 )CH00N(CH3 )CH2a)

'1 X 10 - Simic (1983)

9
'1 X 10 7.9 Abramovitch and

Rabani (1976)

a
Abramovitch gmd

Rabani (1976)

I Ian et al . (1976)

Rabani et al . (1974a)

Rabani et al. (1974b)

Hayon and Simic (1973)

Hayon and Simic (1973)

Hayon and Simic (1973)

Eriksen et al. (1973)

Hayon and Simic (1971)

5.4 Hayon and Simic (1971)

5.2 Hayon and Simic (1971)

2.1 X
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Table 4-5

Survey of Rate Constemts for Bimolecular Reactions
of Peroxy Radicals

Peroxy Radical
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Since, after basic hydrolysis, one formic acid is created for every

reaction (4-16), and two glyoxylic acids are created for every reaction

(4-17). one can write

and

-^l|fL=2k,.,,[AR] .

where FA, GA, and AR denote formic acid, glyoxylic acid, and the alkoxy

glycylglycine radical, respectively. Also. k4_i6 is a second-order rate

constant in units of M s and k4_i7 is a first-order rate constant in

iinits of s . Upon integration and assuming negligible consumption of

dissolved oxygen, one obtains

[FA] = k4-i6[02] r [AR]dt

and

[GA] = 2k. ^_i7 f [AR]dt

Dividing the expression for [FA] by the expression for [GA] and solving

for k4_i7, one obtains

k4-i6[02][GA]
^4-17 = "

2[FA]
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Since [GA]=G{GA)D and [FA]=G(FA)D. where D is the absorbed dose and G is

the product G-value,

k4-i6[02]G(GA)
1^4-17 =

2G(FA)

8 —1 —1
Using k4_i6 = 5.5 x 10 M s . G(formic acid) = 1.6, and G(glyoxylic

acid) = 1.9, k4_i7 can be expressed as 3.27 x lO^COz] s~^. where [Og] is

the molar concentration of dissolved oxygen.

The rate constants used in modeling the principal reactions

occurring in oxygenated, dilute glycylglycine solutions are thus

k4_3 = 2.2 X 10^ M~^s~^

k4-i4 = 5.5 X 10® M~-^s~^

k4-i5 = 6.5 X 10® M~-^s~^

k4_i6 = 5.5 X 10® M"^s"^

and k4-iT = 3.27 x 10®[02] s"^

In simulating reactions (4-14) and (4-16), the secondary radicals

NHgCHaOONHCHOOO" and NH3CH200NHCH(0)000' are given an exponential

probability of reaction with O2 over each simulated time interval.

Similarly, each alkoxy radical is allowed an exponential probability of
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xindergoing the intermolecular reaction (4-17) during these same time

intervals. The remaining reactions are modeled explicitly by

considering, at each time point, the spatial separation £ind reaction

radii of the reactants.



CHAPTER 5

CALCULATION OF ELECTRON SPECTRA IN IRRADIATED SAMPLES

This chapter presents calculations of electron spectra resulting

from photon irradiation of aqueous solutions. Two calculations are

made—one for 250-kVp X-rays and one for ^°Co ganuna rays. The former

calculation simulates irradiations conducted at the Oeik Ridge National

Laboratory, while the latter simulates irradiations conducted in the

investigations of Garrison (Makada and Garrison 1972; Garrison et al

.

1973)

.

The principal distribution of interest is W(E)dE, giving the

fraction of total energy deposition contributed by photon-produced

electrons of initial energy E per energy interval. This distribution is

used in Chapter 7 in the evaluation of Eq. (1-8),

E
p max

G(X,C,fxs) = G(X,C,MS,E) W(E)dE , (1-8)

giving microsecond yields of various products as functions of

glycylglycine concentration.

98
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Calculations for X irradiation

As part of the ORNL project, aqueous solutions of glycylglycine are

irreidiated with 250-kVp X-rays. The X-ray source used has an inherent

filtration of 0.2 mm aluminum and the glycylglycine samples are

contained in glass bottles sealed with rubber stoppers. Figure 5-1

shows a schematic diagreim of the irradiation geometry. The spectrum of

electrons produced within a given sample is found by calculating: (1),

the relative fluence spectrum of photons incident upon the bottle,

f
NQ(E)dE: (2), the relative fluence spectrum of photons attenuated by the

bottle and incident upon the water surface, N(E)dE; and (3), the

transport of photons through the water volume. The electron

distribution W(E)dE is tabulated during photon transport.

Calculation of Photon Spectra

When the tungsten target of eui X-ray tube is irradiated by

electrons accelerated through a potential T_. the relative

energy-f luence spectrum of unfiltered bremsstrahlung photons can be fit

by a triangular envelope called Kramers distribution (Kramers 1923;

Attix 1986). This distribution is given by the expression

lQ(E)dE = C(E^- E)dE . (5-1)
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X-RAY MACHINE
250 kVp

0.2-mm Al INHERENT FILTRATION

\/ /////////////////// k

FLUENCE SPECTRUM Nj(E)dE

EQ. (5-3)

(SIDE VIEW)

T
3.2 cm

1

(TOP VIEW)

FLUENCE SPECTRUM N(E)dE

EQ, (5-4)

0.15 cm

GLYCYLGLYCINE SOLUTION

COMPONENTS OF BOTTLE AND

THEIR FRACTION OF TOTAL AREA

f|= 0.165 (RUBBER STOPPER)

i^= 0.085 (NECK AND STOPPER)

f3= 0.102 (LIP OF NECK AND STOPPER)

f4= 0.648 (GLASS WALL)

Fig. 5-1. Schematic of irradiation experiments performed at the

Biology Division of ORNL. Depicted are the photon fluence

spectra NQ(E)dE incident upon the sample bottle and N(E)dE

incident upon the solution surface.
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where I^(E)dE is the energy-f luence at energy E per energy Interval,

E =Tq is the maximum photon energy, and C is a consteint of

proportionality. The relative fluence spectrum of unfiltered photons is

given by

N^(E)dE = -^ (E^- E)dE . (5-2)

The spectrum of X-rays incident upon each irradiated sample bottle

is obtained by adjusting Eq. (5-2) for any filtration inherent to the

X-ray tube. For the X-ray machine used, this filtration has an

effective value of 0.2 mm aluminum and thus the filtered fluence

spectrum is given by

Nj(E)dE = -j- (E^- E) exp { -[-^^^--^^ } dE , (5-3)

f^^(E)

where is the mass energy-absorption coefficient of aluminum at

photon energy E (Attix 1986). p is the density of aluminum in g/cm , and

X is the effective thickness of the filter. The spectrum N^(E)dE,

normalized to unit area, is shown in Fig. 5-2. Broad-beam geometry is

assumed; therefore, by using energy-absorption coefficients, scattered

f
as well as uncoil ided photons contribute to N„(E)dE. Good agreement has
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been found between experimental spectra and those predicted by Eq. (5-3)

(Villforth et al. 1958).

Additional filtration is provided by the glass vrall and rubber

stopper of the sample container. By approximating the direction of the

photon field as normal to the container, photons enter the ssimple volume

having traversed one of four components of the sample bottle '• (1) the

rubber stopper; (2) the lip of the rubber stopper and the glass neck of

the bottle; (3) the lip of the rubber stopper, the lip of the bottle's

glass neck, and the glass wall; or, (4) the glass wall of the bottle

(see Fig. 5-1). The fluence spectrum of photons reaching the aqueous

solution inside the bottle is thus approximated by the expression

N(E)dE = nJ(E) I { f . exp -[ M^(E) x^ + ufiE) xf] } dE, (5-4)

f
where N_(E) is the incident fluence spectrum from Eq. (5-3); f. is the

fraction of photons incident on the bottle which traverse component i;

X. and XT are the total thicknesses of rubber and glass, respectively,

for component i; and P-A^) and fif(E) are the linear energy-absorption

coefficients for rubber and glass, respectively. Mass energy-absorption

coefficients for polyethylene and Pyrex glass are used to estimate ^.^(E)

and M.|(E), respectively (Attix 1986). The normalized spectrum N(E)dE is

shown in Fig. 5-2. The small contribution of scattered photons incident
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from the sides of sample bottle is neglected in the current

calculations.

Photon Transport

The spectrum of electrons produced within the irradiated solution

is calculated by simulating individual photon interactions within that

solution. Such calculations are made by the Monte Carlo code PHOEL-2

(Turner et al. 1979; Turner et al. 1980; Todo et al. 1982), which was

modified here for spatial transport through the water volume.

The program begins by randomly selecting a photon energy E from the

incident spectrum N(E)dE and a point of incidence on the water surface.

For calculational convenience, all photons are assumed incident normal

to the surface. Next, a flight distance is randomly selected and the

photon is allowed to undergo either a photoelectric or Compton

scattering interaction with a water molecule.

If a photoelectric event occurs, the code determines whether an

oxygen K-shell or L-shell vacancy is produced. A K-shell vacancy

produces a photoelectron of energy T=E-BEj,, where BEj, is the K-shell

binding energy in oxygen. Since the fluorescent yield from oxygen is

small, a 0.508 keV Auger electron is also produced. An L-shell vacancy

results in the production of a photoelectron of energy T=E-BE. , where

BE. is the L-shell binding energy in oxygen.

If a Compton event occurs, an energy T is selected for the

scattered electron. As in the case of photoelectric events, an Auger

electron is produced as a result of a K-shell vacancy. A new direction
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and flight distance is then selected for the scattered photon of energy

E'=E-T. The scattered photon is followed through subsequent

interactions until it exits the seimple bottle. Another photon is then

selected from the incident spectrum N(E)dE.

As part of the calculations, the numbers of photon-produced

electrons falling within various initial energy bins are tabulated. The

resulting frequency distribution of electron energies, normalized to

unit area, is shown in Fig. 5-3. The figure also shows contributions by

photoelectrons and Compton electrons. The sharp peaJc in the

photoelectron distribution at 0.508 keV is due to the production of

Auger electrons.

The electron distribution W(E)dE is obtained by summing initial

energies of electrons falling within various initial energy bins. This

distribution, normalized to unit area, is shown in Fig. 5-4 along with

its photoelectron and Compton-electron components. In this derivation

of W(E)dE. all electrons produced within the sample volume are assumed

to deposit their full initial energy within the solution.

Calculations for ^°Co Geunma Irradiation

In the investigations of Garrison, glycylglycine solutions in

sealed Pyrex tubes were irradiated by ^°Co gamma rays. By considering

the mean free paths of the emitted gamma photons in both glass and

water, negligible spectral attenuation is assumed to occur throughout
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the irradiated sample. Electron spectra for these experiments are thus

calculated by the modified version of PHOEL-2 using a bienergetic input

spectrum of 1332- and 1173-keV photons.

Figure 5-5 shows the resulting frequency distribution of electron

energies, normalized to unit area. A sharp peak at 0.508 keV due to

Auger electron production is not shown in this figure. The distribution

W(E)dE for Co irradiation, normalized to unit area, is shown in Fig.

5-6.
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CHAPTER 6

CALCULATION OF MICROSECOND PRODUCT YIELDS
FOR MONOENERGETIC ELECTRONS

This chapter presents calculated results from the transport and

chemical development of monoenergetic electron tracks in deoxygenated

solutions of glycylglycine. Electron transport is simulated by the

program OREC, while the prechemical stage of glycylglycine radiolysis is

simulated by the modified version of SPCS described in Chapter 3. The

early chemical stage is simulated by the program presented in Chapter 4

for deoxygenated solutions. For reference within this chapter, the

glycylglycine reactions used in the model are given beloW-

H + NH3CH2CONHCH2OOO » H2 + NHaCHaCONHCHOOO" (4-1)

OH + NH3CH2OONHCH2OOO" » H2O + NH3CH2OONHCHOOO" (4-2)

(H-abs tract ion radical)

®aq
"^ NH3CH2CONHCH2COO -2—

» NHI + CH2CONHCH2COO" (4-6)

(deamination radical)

111



2 NH3CH2OONHCHOOO"
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diaminosuccinic acid precursor (4-7a)

-» NHaCHaC^NHCHzOOO"

NH3CH200N=CHOOO"

(4-7b)

2 CH2CX)NHCH2000 * succinic acid precursor (4~8)

NH3CH2CX)NHCHaX)~ + CH2OONHCH2OOO' » aspartic acid precursor (4-9)
,+,

H2O2 + NH3CH2OONHCHCOO" » NH3CH200NHCH(0H)000 + OH (4-12)

CH2OONHCH2OOO + NHaCHaOONHCHzCXXD" * (4-13)

acetylglycine + NH3CH2CX)NHCH000" .

As discussed in Chapter 4. both the product NH3CH200N=CHaX)~ formed in

reaction (4-7b) and the product NH3CH2CONHCH(OH)000~ formed in reaction

(4-12) produce glycylamide, glyoxylic acid, and formaldehyde during

subsequent reactions in the irradiated solution.

Calculated results for free ammonia produced in reaction (4-6) are

presented first. The influence of both solute concentration and track

structure on the dynamics of free ammonia production are discussed.

Microsecond yields for other products are presented in the second

section of this chapter.
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Free Ammonia

Free simmonia is formed through the scavenging of hydrated electrons

by the glycylglycine solute. The ability of glycylglycine to scavenge

hydrated electrons within the track of a 50-keV primary electron is

demonstrated in Fig. 6-1. The top curve shows the calculated time decay

of e within such tracks in pure deoxygenated water. This decay is due

to intratrack reactions such as e~ + OH * 0H~ and 2e~ + 2H-,0 * H,aq aq ^ ^

+ 20H . The rate of these reactions gradually decreases with increasing

diffusion of the track species over time; the process of diffusion thus

accounts for the inflection point observed between 10 and 10~^ s. The

decay curve of hydrated electrons in pure water represents the maximum

supply of hydrated electrons which would be available for reaction with

a glycylglycine solute.

In Fig. 6-1. the curve for the G-value of hydrated electrons in

0.025 M glycylglycine coincides with the pure water curve up until ~3 x
-9

10 s. This suggests that glycylglycine at 0.025 M is ineffective in

competing with intratrack reactions for the supply of hydrated electrons

until the track reactants have diffused out to ~3 x 10 s. After that

time, track species become increasingly separated such that solute

scavenging becomes more likely than intratrack reactions. Solute

scavenging then continues until all hydrated electrons are consumed by

one microsecond. At a concentration of 1.2 M, solute scavenging within

the track becomes important at an earlier time, ~6 x 10~ s, and all

hydrated electrons are scavenged by ~10 s. Since the pure water yield
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of e is greater at earlier times, and since e scavenging occurs at
**H 2LCJ

earlier times with increasing solute concentration, the total yield of

free ainmonia is expected to be greater in systems with higher

concentrations of glycylglycine.

The yield of free ammonia within 50-keV electron tracks as a

function of time and solute concentration is presented in Fig. 6-2. As

predicted by Fig. 6-1. increases in solute concentration result in a

greater and earlier production of free ammonia within the track.

In modeling the interaction between glycylglycine and the hydrated

electron according to reaction (4-6). the intermediate product formed,

the electron adduct. is not treated explicitly (see the discussion of

initiating reactions in Chapter 4). It is neglected in the simulations

mostly because the mean life of the adduct has not be experimentally

determined, although it is believed to be very short^. The curves in

Fig. 6-2 are therefore representative only for an electron adduct whose

mean life is infinitely short. If a mean life of the adduct is assumed,

these curves would shift forward in time in proportion to the magnitude

of that mean life.

The yield of free ammonia within an electron track is also

dependent upon the initial energy of the primary electron. Consider the

difference between 1-keV and 50-keV electron tracks. The Initial

picosecond yield of reactive species within these two tracks are

essentially the same. However, the stopping power of liquid water for

Warren M. Garrison, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. University of
California, private communication.
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1-keV electrons is ~110 MeV/cm, while the stopping power for 50-keV

electrons is ~6 MeV/cm (see Fig. 1-1. p. 7). The initial density of

reactive species within 1-keV electron tracks is thus much greater than

that within 50-keV tracks.

Figure 6-3 demonstrates the effect of initial track density upon

the decay of e in pure water. The greater initial density of species

within 1-keV tracks allows for a greater rate of intratrack reactions

compared to the rate within 50-keV tracks. The supply of hydrated

electrons available for reaction with glycylglycine at later times is

therefore less within 1-keV tracks than within 50-keV tracks.

Correspondingly, free ammonia production is expected to be less for

1-keV tracks than for 50-keV tracks at a given value of glycylglycine

concentration.

Figure 6-4 shows calculated yields of free ammonia as functions of

time for 1-keV and 50-keV electrons and for two concentrations. As

predicted, the final yield of free ammonia is less for 1-keV electrons

than for 50-keV electrons. The starting time of ammonia production,

however, is relatively independent of the electron initial energy.

Figure 6-5 shows calculated microsecond yields of free ammonia at

various glycylglycine concentrations and as functions of electron

initial energy between 1 keV and 140 keV. For purposes of clarity,

curves calculated at 0.05 M. 0.25 M. 0.75 M. and 1.0 M glycylglycine are

not shown. As discussed above, the yield of free ammonia increases with

increasing electron initial energy and increasing glycylglycine

concentration. At one microsecond, all hydrated electrons are
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scavenged, even at a concentration of 0.025 M. Consequently, these

microsecond yields are also the final yields produced within solutions

irradiated by electrons of various initial energies.

It is instructive to know the variation of the G-value of free

ammonia above 140 keV and below 1 keV. As shown in Fig. 6-5. the

G-value of free ammonia approaches a constant value above 100 keV.

Since the stopping power of water varies only slightly for electrons

between 100 keV and 1 MeV (see Fig. 1-1. p. 7). the G-value for free

ammonia is expected to remain virtually constant within this energy

range.

Certainly, one way of verifying this assumption is to continue the

calculations for electrons of greater and greater initial energies.

Computer memory and run-time limitations, however, prohibit simulating

complete electron tracks of initial energies much greater than 140 keV.

As an alternative to full transport of high-energy electrons, free

ammonia yields within initial segments of these tracks are investigated.

Table 6-1 presents calculated, differential yields of free ammonia

produced within initial segments of 100-keV. 300-keV, 500-keV. 700-keV,

900-keV. and 1 . 1-MeV electrons tracks. Fluctuations in the values shown

are attributed to the production of high-energy secondary electrons; the

inclusion of these secondary tracks can greatly alter the mean LET. and

thus the yield of free ammonia, of the total simulated track segment.

Nevertheless, no significant increase in differential yields is observed

with increasing primary energy.
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Table 6-1

Differential G-values for Free Ammonia Production

Electron Energy
(keV)
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Figure 6-6 shows the variation of free ammonia yield in 0.5 M

glycylglycine solution at electron energies below 1 keV. The total

yield of free ammonia is shown to be the sum of ammonia produced by

scavenging of secondary electrons within the track and ammonia produced

through scavenging the initial primary electron. The curve labeled

"primary" is simply a plot of 1/E. where E is the initial energy of the

primary in units of 100 eV. Above 1 keV. the yield of free ammonia is

almost entirely due to secondary electrons. As the energy of the

primary electron falls below 100 eV. energy loss events begin to favor

excitation over ionization and there is a decline the number of

secondary electrons produced. At primary energies below 7.4 eV. no

secondary electrons are produced and each primary electron produces only

one ammonia molecule through reaction (4-6).

Other Products

As shown in reaction (4-6), one deamination radical is created for

every free ammonia produced. These secondary radicals are subsequently

scavenged by the glycylglycine solute in reaction (4-13), producing

acetylglycine and the H-abstraction radical. The latter product is

identical to that formed in reactions (4-1) and (4-2). Figure 6-7

presents the microsecond yield of deamination radicals calculated as a

function of electron initial energy and solute concentration. As the

solute concentration increases, the energy dependence of the yields
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decreases. At solute concentrations greater than 0.5 M. all deamination

radicals are scavenged by a microsecond. The corresponding curves for

the microsecond yield of acetylglycine are presented in Fig. 6-8.

Deamination radicals are also removed through reactions (4-8) and

(4-9)
,

the former producing the precursor to succinic acid and the

latter producing the precursor to aspartic acid. Calculated microsecond

yields of these two products are very small and no energy dependence is

demonstrated. Microsecond G-values of succinic acid precursor range

from 0.003 at 0.025 M to 0.015 at 1.2 M glycylglycine. Microsecond

G-values of aspartic acid precursor range from 0.007 at 0.025 M to 0.062

at 1.2 M glycylglycine.

H-abstraction radicals are produced through solute scavenging of OH

and H radicals within the track. Another source is solute scavenging of

deamination radicals. The calculated microsecond yield of H-abstraction

radicals is presented in Fig. 6-9 as a function of electron initial

energy and glycylglycine concentration. As in the case of free ammonia,

the microsecond yield of H-abstraction radicals increases with

increasing electron initial energy and solute concentration.

H-abstraction radicals are removed via dimerization in reaction

(4-7a) or via disproportionation in reaction (4-7b). Reaction (4-7a)

produces the precursor to diaminosuccinic acid and reaction (4-7b)

produces the intermediate species NH3CH2O0N=CHC0O~ . Calculated

microsecond yields of these two products are very small and no energy

dependence is demonstrated. Microsecond G-values of diaminosuccinic

acid precursor range from 0.002 at 0.025 M to 0.055 at 1.2 M
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glycylglycine. Microsecond G-values of NH3CH2CX)N=€H0CXD~ range from

0.001 at 0.025 M to 0.036 at 1.2 M glycylglycine.

For glycylglycine concentrations greater than 0.025 M. calculations

show that all OH radicals and hydrated electrons within electron tracks

are completely scavenged by a microsecond. Due to the smaller rate

constant for reaction (4-1), a small number of H radicals still remain

at a microsecond, even at solute concentrations of 1.2 M. Figure 6-10

shows calculated yields of H radicals as functions of electron initial

energy and for various solute concentrations.

Hydrogen peroxide is a final product to consider in deoxygenated

solutions. In reacting with H-abstraction radicals via reaction (4-12),

H2O2 produces the intermediate species NH3CH2CX)NHCH(OH)000~

.

Calculations at various electron energies and solute concentrations show

essentially no production of NH3CH2C0NHCH(0H)CXX)~ prior to a

microsecond.

Figure 6-11 presents calculated yields of hydrogen peroxide as

functions of electron initial energy and for various solute

concentrations. Hydrogen peroxide is produced primarily through the

intratrack reaction OH + OH » H2O2. Therefore, increases in solute

concentration and decreases in track density at higher electron energies

would allow greater OH scavenging and a subsequent decline in the

production of H2O2. Both these effects are demonstrated in Fig. 6-11.
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CHAPTER 7

CALCULATION OF MICROSECOND PRODUCT YIELDS
IN IRRADIATED SAMPLES

The results of Chapters 5 and 6 are used in this chapter to

calculate microsecond product yields for deoxygenated solutions of

glycylglycine irradiated either by 250-kVp X-rays or by ^°Co gamma rays.

These yields are calculated according to Eq. (1-8),

E
p max _

G(X.C.^s) = G(X.C.MS.E) W(E)dE . (1-8)
•^0

where E^^^^^ is the maximum energy of electrons produced within the

irradiated system. In water. Compton scattering is the dominant

interaction for photon energies greater than 175 keV; therefore, E is
max

defined as the maximum Compton energy for these two radiation sources.

Consequently. E^^^^ is 123.6 keV for irradiations by 250-kVp X-rays and

is 1117.6 keV for irradiations by ^°Co gamma rays.

The distribution W(E)dE represents the fraction of total energy

deposition contributed by electrons of initial energy E per energy

132
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interval. In Chapter 5, W(E)dE was calculated for (1) 250-kVp X-rays

sind the seimple container used in this research, and (2) for samples

irradiated by Co gannna rays for comparison with measurements by

Garrison et al. (1973). The function G(X.C.fxs.E) represents the average

microsecond G-value of product X as a function of initial electron

energy E and glycylglycine concentration C. In Chapter 6. G(X,C.MS,E)

was calculated for several products, for several solute concentrations,

and for electron energies from 1 keV to 140 keV.

In the first section of this chapter, Eq. (1-8) is evaluated for

free ammonia under both irradiation conditions. Since all free simmonia

is produced within electron tracks prior to a microsecond at

glycylglycine concentrations as low as 0.025 M, the resulting values of

f
G(NH3,C,jis) can be directly compared to measured yields of free ammonia.

The second section of this chapter presents microsecond G-values for

other products.

Free Ammonia

Evaluation of Equation (1-8)

In order to calculate the yield of free ammonia as a function of

glycylglycine concentration 2ind for both irradiation conditions, three

quantities are needed: (1) W(E)dE for 250-kVp X-rays, (2) W(E)dE for

^°Co gamma rays, and (3) the function G(NH3,C.ms.E) . In Chapter 5,

W(E)dE was presented in Fig. 5-4 (p. 107) for samples irradiated by

250-kVp X-rays and in Fig. 5-6 (p. 110) for samples irradiated by
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^°Co gamma rays. Oiapter 6 presented G(NH3.C.fis.E) as shown in Fig. 6-5

(p. 120).

The function G{NH3.C.jxs.E) in Fig. 6-5 is shown only within the

energy range 1 keV to 140 keV. In order to evaluate Eq. (1-8).

_ fassumptions are made as to the behavior of G(NH3,C.fis,E) from keV to 1

keV. and from 140 keV to E^^^^. As discussed in Chapter 6. G-values for

all products are essentially constant from 100 keV to 1 MeV; values of
- f
G(NH3.C.fis,E) from 140 keV to 1117.6 keV are therefore assumed equal to

the value at 140 keV.

As demonstrated in Fig. 6-6, there is much structure in the

_ ffunction G(NH3.C.us.E) below 1 keV. This structure need not be treated

explicitly, however, in the evaluation of Eq. (1-8). Integrating W(E)dE

in Fig. 5-4 (p. 107) from to 1 keV indicates that less than 0.1% of

the total energy deposited in the solution is due to primary electrons

with initial energies below 1 keV. Figure 5-6 (p. 110) indicates that

the percentage is far less in the case of ^°Co gamma irradiation. For

calculational convenience, the function G(NH3,C.fxs,E) is therefore

extrapolated to zero energy for each value of solute concentration C.

With the behavior of G(NH3,C.ms.E) established over the appropriate

energy ranges, Eq. (1-8) is evaluated for both X-ray and *°Co

irradiations for the concentration range 0.025 M to 1.2 M glycylglycine.

The resulting calculated yields of free ammonia are presented below with

discussions concerning (1) differences between calculated yields

produced under X and ^°Co gamma irradiation. (2) the comparison between

calculated and measured yields produced under each irradiation
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condition, and (3) the contribution of direct radiation interaction to

the production of free ammonia.

Difference in Yields Produced Under X and ^°Co gamma Irradiation

Figure 7-1 presents calculated yields of free eunmonia for

glycylglycine concentrations from 0.025 M to 1.2 M. The solid curves

represent the 95% confidence interval for free eunmonia yields in

simulated irradiations by 250-kVp X-rays. The dashed lines represent

the corresponding 95% confidence interval for simulated irradiations by

Co gamma rays. These confidence intervals represent the statistical

fluctuations in G-values calculated for individual electron tracks and

are an expected consequence of Monte Carlo sampling in the calculations.

Figure 7-1 shows that, at each value of solute concentration and at the

95% confidence level, the yield of free ammonia produced under simulated

irradiations by ^°Co gamma rays is greater than that produced under

simulated irradiations by 250-kVp X-rays.

The difference in calculated free ammonia G-values by the two

radiation sources is attributed to the difference in the electron energy

distributions produced by these two sources. As an example, one can

consider the mean of these distributions which were shown in Fig. 5-4

(p. 107) and in Fig. 5-6 (p. 110) of Chapter 5. The mean initial energy

of electrons produced during X irradiation (Fig. 5-4) is 31 keV, while

the mean energy produced during ^°Co gamma irradiation (Fig. 5-6) is 761

keV. The stopping power of liquid water for electrons of these two

energies is 9.44 MeV/cm and 1.91 MeV/cm, respectively. The spectrum of
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electron initial energies is therefore of lower energy and thus higher

LET in the case of X irradiation thaxi in the case of ^°Co geunma

irradiation. As was discussed in the previous chapter, increases in

mean LET of electron tracks result in a greater intratrack consunvption

of hydrated electrons, thus reducing the number available to react with

the solute and produce free ammonia.

Comparison Between Calculated and Experimental Yields

For each irradiation condition, a comparison between calculated and

experimental yields of free ammonia is an important step in supporting

both the reaction mechanisms and calculational techniques of the

computer simulations. To make such a comparison. Fig. 7-2 plots the 95%

confidence interval for calculated yields of free ammonia under X

irradiation. Also shown are measured yields of free eunmonia as reported

by Yoshida et al. (1988). Each point represents the mean and 95%

confidence interval of several replicate-s8imple analyses.

Within the concentration range 0.05 M to 1.2 M, five of seven

experimental means fall within the calculation's 95% confidence

interval. At 0.05 M, the experimental mean falls just outside the lower

confidence limit of the calculations, yet there is substantial overlap

between experimental emd calculated confidence intervals. At the

highest concentration considered, 1.2 M, the experimental mean falls

just outside the upper confidence limit of the calculations; still,

there is overlap between confidence intervals at this concentration.
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At a solute concentration of 0.025 M, the simulations overestimate

the yield of free ammonia as suggested by experiment. The calculated

yield is 1.4 times the experimental yield at that concentration.

For Co geunma irradiation, experimental yields of free ammonia are

available at only two concentrations. Garrison et al. (1973) gives

G-values sind 95% confidence intervals of 2.8 ± 0.3 at 0.05 M

glycylglycine and 3.8 ± 0.4 at 1 M glycylglycine. These confidence

intervals are estimated from a reported ±5% reproducibility in the

analyses. The corresponding calculated means and 95% confidence

intervals shown in Fig. 7-1 for ^°Co gamma irradiation are 2.98 ± 0.09

at 0.05 M and 3.78 ± 0.09 at 1.0 M. Therefore, at 0.05 M glycylglycine.

the experimental yield of Garrison et al. (1973) falls below the lower

confidence limit of the calculations, yet there is overlap of confidence

intervals. At 1.0 M glycylglycine. there is excellent agreement between

experiment and calculations for ^°Co gsunma irradiations.

Two conclusions are thus drawn from the discussions above. First,

there is statistically significant agreement between calculated and

measured yields of free ammonia for glycylglycine concentrations of 0.05

M to 1.2 M. Second, the simulation code tends to overestimate the yield

of free ammonia at glycylglycine concentrations less than 0.05 M.

Support for these conclusions rests primarily on the more extensive

experimental data for X irradiations.
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Discrepancies at Low Solute Concentrations

In Fig. 7-2, both calculated £ind experimental yields should

approach zero as the solute concentration approaches zero.

Discrepancies between measurements eind calculations below 0.05 M

glycylglycine can be attributed to experimental error, error in

assumptions made within the simulation model, or both. With regard to

the experimental points, measured G-values at 0.025 M glycylglycine

correspond to very low concentrations of ammonia within irradiated

samples—concentrations which are above, but close to. the lower limit

of detection for the spectrophotometric analysis employed. Experimental

error thus increases with decreasing glycylglycine concentration.

Another likely explanation for the discrepancy at low concentration

is found in the manner by which the simulation model allows hydrated

electrons to react with the glycylglycine solute. During the

calculations, each hydrated electron within the track is given an

exponential probability of reacting with a glycylglycine molecule over

each simulated time interval. In this meinner, the solute molecules

themselves are not modeled explicitly. The reaction probability used,

P^ , is given by:

Pj = 1 - e"^^^ , (7-1)
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where k is the second-order rate consteint for the reaction. At is the

duration of the time interval, and C is the concentration of

glycylglycine. In the calculations, C is assumed constzint and equal to

the initial solute concentration of the sample.

In situations where the total dose to irradiated sample is very

large, however, there may be a substantial depletion of the solute at

the end of the experiment and thus C does not remain constant. If this

occurs, the use of Eq. (7-1) in the calculations would tend to

overestimate hydrated electron scavenging and also free eunmonia

production.

To explore this possibility, one can consider the experimental

point in Fig. 7-2 at 0.025 M for X irradiation. At that concentration,

19 3there is ~1.5 x 10 glycylglycine molecules per cm of solution prior

to irradiation. The total absorbed dose to samples in these experiments

18 3
is ~25.000 rads. or ~1.6 x 10 eV/cm . Furthermore. Fig. 7-2 shows

that G-value for aunmonia production at 0.025 M is ~2.5 if one uses the

calculated values as a conservative estimate. Thus, the G-value for the

consumption of glycylglycine by e attack is also ~2.5. In theaq

assumption that attacks by OH and H radicals consume approximately the

same number of molecules, the total G-value for the consumption of

glycylglycine is ~5.0. At the end of the irradiation, the number of

3 18 3molecules consumed per cm of solution is then (1.6 x 10 eV/cm ) x

1 fi *^

(5.0 molecules/100 eV) , or ~8 x 10 molecules/ cm . The percentage of

total solute that is depleted is calculated at (8 x 10/1.5 x 10 ) x

100%, or 0.53%. At 1.2 M, the percentage is only 0.011%. The solute
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concentration within the bulk solution thus remains essentially constant

during these experiments.

Nevertheless, the calculations assume that solute concentrations in

the immediate vicinity of electron tracks remain constant between 10

—fi

s and 10 s. At initially low solute concentrations, depletion of

glycylglycine within local track regions may persist at these early

times. Use of Eq. (7-1) in these instances would, again, lead to

overestimates of hydrated electron scavenging and free aunmonia

production.

It remains to be seen whether these arguments can explain the

discrepancies at low glycylglycine concentrations observed in Fig. 7-2.

Modeling individual solute molecules explicitly in the calculations, as

is done with the radiogenic track species, would be one method of

testing this hypothesis.

Estimate of Ammonia Production by Direct Interaction

The curves shown in Figs. 7-1 and 7-2 were calculated under the

assumption that all free ammonia is produced by reactions between the

glycylglycine solute and hydrated electrons produced within electron

tracks. At high solute concentrations, however, free ammonia could be

produced through direct interaction with the molecule by the incident

radiation.

A rough estimate of the relative contribution of direct

interactions can be made by considering the fractional volume occupied

by the molecule in solution. The density of solid glycylglycine is 1.6
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3
g/cm and its molecular weight is 132; the molecular density of solid

glycylglycine is therefore calculated as:

"s =
[
'•« -f-] [

«"23 X 10^ "°'-r" ] [-riV]

21 3
= 7.30 X 10 molecules/cm .

-22 3
The specific volume of glycylglycine is then 1.37 x 10 cm /molecule.

The molecular density of glycylglycine in solution is given by:

N = f c -^ ] \ L_^l [ 6.023 X 10^3
'""^^^V^^^ 1

* ^ 1 " 1000 cm^ J I-
"""l J

20 3
= 6.023 X 10 C molecules/cm of solution.

where C is the molar concentration of glycylglycine. The fractional

volume occupied by glycylglycine molecules in solution is given by:

F = [ 1.37 X 10-22 cm_^^ 1 f
g ^^3 x lO^^C '""^^^"^^^

1
s L molecule J [_

3 , J

= 0.0825C.

At 1.2 M glycylglycine, F = 0.099. As a result, approximately 10% of

all electron interactions with the medium involve direct hits to the

glycylglycine molecule. Furthermore, one can make the assumption that
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all covalent bonds are equally susceptible to direct interactions emd

that only a hit to the N-C bond between the amino group and the

N-terminal a-carbon results in the release of ammonia. With these

assumptions and by noting that glycylglycine has 18 covalent bonds in

the zwitterion form, the fraction of all radiation interactions

producing free ammonia is estimated at (0.10/18), or 0.0055. The direct

action of radiation is therefore not considered a significant source of

additional free aimmonia. even at a concentration of 1.2 M.

Other Products

Equation (1-8) is used to calculate microsecond yields of other

products from the radiolysis of glycylglycine in deoxygenated systems.

Figure 7-3 shows the resulting microsecond yield of deamination radicals

calculated as a function of glycylglycine concentration from 0.025 M to

1.2 M. Figure 7-4 shows the similar yield for acetylglycine. In both

figures, product yields are shown to be higher for ^°Co irradiation than

for X irradiation. Consider, for the moment, the microsecond yield of

these two products and the yield of free eimmonia as the solute

concentration is slowly increased. As a reference, the yields of these

three products are plotted together in Fig. 7-5.

At very low concentrations, a rapid initial increase in the yield

of both free eimmonia and deamination radicals is expected. At some

solute concentration below 0.025 M, solute scavenging of deamination
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radicals by reaction (4-13) (p. 112) occurs prior to a microsecond;

correspondingly, there is a fall in the yield of deamination radicals

and an increase in the yield of acetylglycine. Further increases in

solute concentration continued to reduce the microsecond yield of

deamination radicals. At ~0.6 M, no deamination radicals remain at a

microsecond and the yield of acetylglycine nearly equals that of free

ammonia. The slight difference between the yield of free ammonia and

acetylglycine at high concentrations is accounted for by a small number

of deamination radicals which, instead of being scavenged by the solute,

react with themselves or with H-abstraction radicals to form succinic

and aspartic acid precursors, respectively. Microsecond yields of these

two acid precursors are shown in Figs. 7-6 and 7-7. No discernible

difference is observed between the two radiations sources.

The yield of H-abstraction radicals as a function of solute

concentration is plotted in Fig. 7-8 for both X and ^°Co irradiation.

The effects of track structure eind solute concentration on the dynamics

of e scavenging (as discussed in the previous chapter) are the same

with regard to OH and H scavenging in the production of H-abstraction

radicals. Reactions (4-1) and (4-2) (p. Ill), however, are not the only

source of H-abstraction radicals. As shown in reaction (4-13) (p. 112),

solute scavenging of deamination radicals produces H-abstraction

radicals in addition to producing acetylglycine. By subtracting the

yield of acetylglycine from the total yield of H-abstraction radicals,

one can obtain the fraction of H-abstraction radicals which are due to

OH and H scavenging alone. This is shown in Fig. 7-9 for samples under
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X irradiation. Roughly 40% of H-abstraction radicals are produced

through secondary scavenging of deeunination radicals.

Not shown in Fig. 7-9 are the small fraction of H-abstraction

radicals which react with deamination radicals to form the aspartic acid

precursor, or react with themselves to form either the dieuninosuccinic

acid precursor via reaction (4-7a) or NH3CH2CX)N=CHO0O~ via reaction

(4-7b) (p. 112). Calculated microsecond yields for the latter two

products are shown in Figs. 7-10 and 7-11, respectively.

Calculated yields for the H radical at a microsecond are shown in

Fig. 7-12. At concentrations below 1.2 M. H radicals are still present

at a microsecond. As the solute concentration is decreased, it is

expected that a larger fraction of these radicals, although very dilute,

will react with one another according to H + H * Hg as opposed to

being scavenged by the solute. The rate constants for these two

reactions are 1.0 x 10 M~ s~ and 5.2 x 10^ M~^s~^. respectively.

The calculated microsecond yield of hydrogen peroxide is shown in

Fig. 7-13 as a function of solute concentration for both radiation

sources. As discussed in the previous chapter, H2O2 yields are less in

Co-irradiated samples than in X-irradiated samples due to increased OH

scavenging in the former system. Hydrogen peroxide is expected to

contribute slightly to the yield of glycylamide. glyoxylic acid, and

formaldehyde via reaction (4-12) (p. 112).
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The objective of this dissertation is to determine the feasibility

of studying indirect radiation damage to biomolecules by using detailed

Monte Carlo computer simulations. The molecule glycylglycine is chosen

for this study primarily because its radiation chemistry is reasonably

well characterized, thus limiting the number of unknown parameters in

the simulation code. Good agreement between calculated and measured

yields of radiolysis products supports the calculational approach and

its usefulness in investigating more complex molecules, such as DNA.

This feasibility study involves three tasks. First, a Monte Carlo

computer code is developed for simulating the radiolysis of

glycylglycine in aqueous solution. Second, this model is used to

calculate the yields of various products in systems irradiated either by

250-kVp X-rays or ^°Co gamma rays. Third, calculated yields of

radiolysis products are compared to measured yields where available.

Development of the simulation model for glycylglycine radiolysis is

presented in Chapters 2 through 4. Chapter 2 presents an existing set

of computer models, developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

158
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(ORNL). which simulate the radiolysis of pure liquid water.

Specifically, these codes model the treinsport of charged particles in

liquid water 2ind the formation, diffusion, and chemical reaction of free

radicals and other species within their tracks. These calculations

model chemical development of an individual charged-particle track up to

one microsecond after its creation.

Previous calculations from these codes showed time-dependent yields

of hydrated electrons that were not in good agreement with yields

measured by pulse radiolysis techniques. Consequently, several

modifications are made to the ORNL model as part of this research so as

to achieve better agreement. These modifications include a scheme for

thermalizing subexcitation electrons and a scheme for adjusting the

initial yield of reactant species. These and other modifications are

presented in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 details the simulation code, developed in this research,

which models the radiolysis of glycylglycine in both deoxygenated and

oxygenated aqueous solutions. In this chapter, the radiation chemistry

of both these systems is presented, along with measured or estimated

rate constants.

Results of simulated irradiations of aqueous glycylglycine

solutions are presented in Chapters 5 through 7. Chapter 5 gives

electron energy spectra produced within samples irradiated by 250-kVp

X-rays and by °Co gamma rays. These spectra are calculated by

considering the photon spectrum incident upon sample containers, the
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filtration of the containers, and the transport of photons through the

sample volume.

Chapter 6 reports microsecond yields of various radiolysis products

in deoxygenated glycylglycine solutions. These yields are calculated

for monoenergetic electrons at various solute concentrations. As

discussed in Chapter 7, these energy-dependent, microsecond yields are

weighted by the electron energy spectra of Chapter 5 to give microsecond

product yields for all major radiolysis products as functions of

glycylglycine concentration.

Several end products are formed during the irradiation of

deoxygenated glycylglycine solutions. Experimental data are limited to

two sources: (1) free and amide ammonia for irradiations by 250-kVp

X-rays at eight solute concentrations (Yoshida et al . 1988) and (2)

several end products for irradiations by ^°Co gamma rays at two solute

concentrations (Garrison et al . 1973). Calculations presented in this

dissertation give yields of all products at one microsecond for both

radiation sources. One of these products, free ammonia, is produced

through solute scavenging of hydrated electrons, a process which is

complete within one microsecond at solute concentrations as low as 0.025

M. Therefore, experimental support for the simulations in this

dissertation rests upon the comparison of calculated and experimental

yields of free ammonia.
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Conclusions

Four major conclusions can be drawn from the research presented in

this dissertation:

1. After modifying the ORNL simulation codes as outlined in

Chapter 3, calculated yields of OH radicals and hydrated

electrons in pure liquid water are in excellent agreement

with yields measured by pulse radiolysis techniques.

2. For glycylglycine concentrations from 0.05 M to 1.0 M and

for irradiation by 250-kVp X-rays, calculated yields of

free ammonia are in statistically significant agreement

with measured yields .

3. Calculated yields of free ammonia exceed measured yields

at a glycylglycine concentration of 0.025 M.

4. At the 95% confidence level and at glycylglycine

concentrations from 0.025 M to 1.2 M, the yield of free

ammonia calculated under simulated irradiations by ^°Co

gamma rays is greater than that calculated under simulated

irradiations by 250-kVp X-rays.
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The significance of each conclusion is discussed below, along with an

overall assessment of the feasibility study.

Excellent agreement between calculated and experimental yields of

OH radicals and hydrated electrons in pure water is demonstrated in Fig.

3-6 (p. 54). Measured yields shown in this figure represent the only

experimental data currently available at times less than 10 s. Such

agreement is therefore necessary and significant in supporting these

computer simulations of electron energy deposition Euid radiation

chemistry in pure water.

Good agreement between calculated and measured yields of free

ammonia, shown in Fig. 7-2 (p. 138), is significant in several respects.

First, all parameters in the simulation code are independently selected

and no adjustment is made to "fit" the measured yields of Yoshida et al.

(1988). Therefore, the good agreement shown results from a unique and

independent attempt at simulating the events occurring within an

irradiated solution of glycylglycine. Second, free ammonia is released

as a direct result of solute reactions with hydrated electrons;

consequently, agreement between calculated and measured yields of free

ammonia at several concentrations gives further evidence that the code

correctly simulates the formation, diffusion, and reactions of hydrated

electrons. Secondary radicals resulting from H and OH attack do not

form measurable end products until the late chemistry of the system

(>10 s) is complete: therefore, definitive conclusions concerning i

simulation of these free radicals cannot be made until the yields of
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these other products are both calculated and measured over a comparable

range of solute concentrations.

Disagreement between calculated and measured yields of free ammonia

at 0.025 M glycylglycine suggests that the simulations overestimate

reactions between hydrated electrons and the solute at low

concentrations (< 0.05 M) . As discussed in Chapter 7, this is predicted

if appreciable solute depletion does occur at times prior to ~10 s

within individual electron tracks. Methods of verifying this hypothesis

are outlined in Chapter 7.

Yields of free ammonia produced under simulated irradiations by

250-kVp X-rays and ^°Co gamma rays are shown in Fig. 7-1 (p. 136). A

statistically significant difference is shown between calculated yields

produced by the two radiation sources. Although the measurements of

Garrison et al. (1973) at 0.05 M and 1.0 M do suggest higher yields of

free ammonia under ^°Co irradiation, more data are needed before this

difference can be supported experimentally. Nevertheless, these results

do demonstrate that the simulations are sensitive to small changes in

charged-particle LET.

With regard to the objective of this dissertation, one can

definitively state that Monte Carlo computer simulations represent a

unique and feasible method of understanding indirect radiation damage at

the molecular level. This assertion is supported by the following

items. First, the simulations predict yields of free ammonia consistent

with experiment over the concentration range 0.05 M to 1.2 M
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glycylglycine. This is a necessary and minimum requirement of the

feasibility study.

Second, the simulations are able to mechanistically explain several

phenomena. For example, the dependence of free Eimmonia yields on both

electron energy and solute concentration is readily understood in terms

of track diffusion, track LET, and the competition between intratrack

and solute consumption of hydrated electrons. These effects also

underlie the difference in the yields produced under simulated

irradiations by X-rays and ^°Co gsimma rays.

Third, these simulations provide information that, in most

instances, would be difficult to obtain experimentally. For example,

the model readily provides product yields as a function of time during

— 12 —6
the interval 10 s to 10 s within charged-particle tracks. This

time interval is important since free radical scavengers exist in high

concentration with cells; thus, indirect damage will be highly localized

and will be complete well within this time interval.

Recommendat i ons

Research goals necessary to the continued development of this

calculational technique can be divided into short-term and long-term

objectives. These are discussed separately below.
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Short-term Research Ob.jectives

A primary short-term objective is to resolve the disagreement

between calculated and measured yields of free ammonia seen at

glycylglycine concentrations below 0.05 M. At those low concentrations,

treatment of hydrated electron scavenging by pseudo-first-order kinetics

could very possibly account for overestimates of free ammonia

production. Pseudo-first-order kinetics assumes that at no time during

the simulation is the concentration of the solute appreciably depleted.

At low solute concentrations and at early times within the chemical

development of electron tracks, such depletion may occur. In order to

test this hypothesis, simulations should be made whereby solute

molecules are treated explicitly in the calculations. Local depletion

of the solute, if it does occur, would be modeled and would lower the

yield of free simmonia as suggested by experiment.

A second short-term objective is to model the late chemistry stage

of glycylglycine radiolysis in deoxygenated solution. In this manner,

calculated yields of end products other than free ammonia can be

compared to measured yields. Measured products which are currently

available include amide ammonia at eight concentrations for X

irradiation (Yoshida et al . 1988) and all major products at two

concentrations for ^°Co gamma irradiation (Garrison et al . 1973).

As an example of how these calculations can be performed, consider

a system in which three species (A, B, and C) undergo the following

reactions:
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A + A * B (8-1)

B + C * D (8-2)

A + D » E . (8-3)

The rates of chatnge in the concentration of these species with time are

governed by the following coupled, differential eqviations:

-^^ = -2k8.,[A]2 - k8.3[A][D] + G(A)I

4f^ = +k8.,[Af - k8_2[B][C] + G(B)I

-4r^= - k8-2CB][C] +G(C)I

-^^ = +k8_2[B][C] - k8_3[A][D] + G(D)I

-^^ = +k8_3[A][D] + G(E)I .

where k is the second-order rate constant, [X] is the concentration of

product X, G(X) is the microsecond G-value of product X, and I is the

dose rate used in the experiment. In Chapter 7, values of G(X) are

given for all radiolysis products as functions of glycylglycine

concentration. These equations can be solved numerically to give

product concentrations as functions of the time following the beginning

of the irradiation. Calculated steady-state concentrations would thus
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correspond to late-time yields as measured in the laboratory. This

approach was used by Chatterjee et al . (1983) for irradiations of pure

water systems and showed that steady-state concentrations were achieved

some 10 seconds into the irradiation at a dose rate of 400 krad/min.

In order to supplement the data of Yoshida et al . (1988) and

Garrison et al
. (1973). measurements should be made of other radiolysis

products over a wide range of solute concentrations. Such a complete

set of experimental data would serve two important purposes. First, it

would lend further experimental support to the reaction scheme presented

in Chapter 4. Second, it would provide experimental checks on the

calculations similar to the results shown in Fig. 7-2 (p. 138) for free

ammonia.

For example, if the reactions presented in Chapter 4 are correct,

the following two stoichiometric relationships should be met for

irradiation of deoxygenated glycylglycine solutions:

f
G(NH3) = G(aspartic acid) + 2G(succinic acid) + G(acetylglycine)

and

G(NHt) = G(glyoxylic acid) + G( formaldehyde)

.

These relationships should hold for all values of solute concentration

and for both X and ^°Co gamma irradiations. If measured yields are not

in agreement with these relationships, then the reaction mechanisms
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assumed must not be correct and thus the simulation model which

incorporates them is no longer valid.

A third short-term research objective is to simulate irradiation by

alpha particles. In these calculations, particle transport would be

made by the heavy-ion version of OREC. The seunne physical laws govern

diffusion and chemical reaction within both alpha-particle tracks and

electron tracks; therefore, chemical development of these simulated

alpha-particle tracks would be calculated by the same two programs, SPCS

and RADLYS, used and described in this dissertation.

Product yields are expected to differ greatly among samples

irradiated by high-LET alpha particles and those irradiated by low-LET

photons and electrons. For example, the increased spatial density of

species within alpha-particle tracks would result in an increased

intratrack consumption of hydrated electrons; thus the yield of free

ammonia within alpha-particle tracks would be lower than that within

photon-generated electron tracks. The spatial density of secondary

peptide radicals would be greater within alpha-particle tracks; thus,

the microsecond yield of the precursors to succinic, dieuninosuccinic,

and aspartic acid would be greater within these tracks than that within

electron tracks. Comparison of calculated and experimental product

yields for alpha-particle irradiations would be yet another significant

test of the Monte Carlo simulations.

Finally, simulations and experiments could be conducted for

irradiations of oxygenated solutions of glycylglycine. A Monte Carlo

simulation code for this system is presented in the latter part of
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Chapter 4. The reaction mechanisms in oxygenated solutions are very-

different from those occurring in deoxygenated solutions. In addition,

the mechanisms presented in Chapter 4 were proposed by Makada and

Garrison (1972) only for dilute glycylglycine systems, and thus the

model presented in Chapter 4 is possibly limited to dilute solutions.

Long-term Research Ob.lectives

Glycylglycine is investigated in this dissertation because it is a

molecule whose radiation chemistry is well characterized. Modeling the

irradiation of this molecule thus provides a means of evaluating the

Monte Carlo simulation approach. However, as stated in the

introduction, a highly desirable, long-term goal is to use this

calculational technique to study radiation damage to DNA.

In order to elucidate the physical and chemical mechanisms of

radiation-induced damage to DNA, a stepwise investigation would be

advisable. These studies should start with attempts at understanding

radiation dsunage to deoxyadenosine-5' -phosphate,

deoxyguanos ine-5 ' -phosphate , deoxycy t idine-5 ' -phosphate , and

deoxythymidine-5' -phosphate. These molecules are called nucleotides and

are the four monomeric units of the DNA molecule. For each nucleotide,

aqueous solutions of the molecule would be irradiated and analyzed.

Reaction mechanisms would then be proposed to account for the radiation

products observed. After incorporating these mechanisms into a Monte

Carlo computer code, simulated irradiations would either support or

question these reactions.
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Once the radiation chemistry of these nucleotides is characterized,

subsequent investigations could be made of single-stranded

oligonucleotides (short polymers of nucleotides). Eventually, radiation

damage to double-stremded oligonucleotides could be studied. Naturally,

the ultimate goal of this research would be to understand radiation

damage to cellular DNA.

The profession of health physics would benefit greatly from an

understanding of the physical and chemical mechanisms of radiation

damage to DNA. In the area of risk assessment, such an understanding

could aid in the extrapolation of risk estimates for stochastic effects

from high to low dose levels. By comparing mechanisms of different

radiation types, one would have a better understanding of the relative

risk of exposure to various radiation sources.

Understanding mechanisms of radiation damage to DNA can also

provide a more fundamental basis for applied dosimetry and

microdosimetry. Innovations from this research could result in

personnel dosimeters designed as vials of oligonucleotides in aqueous

solution. Radiation dose could then be defined as the number of altered

molecules per unit mass, a definition of greater biological relevance

than its current definition. Furthermore, radiation dose measured by

this means would be assessed uniformly for all types of radiation.

Consequently, application of the quality factor, with all its inherent

uncertainties, would no longer be necessary.
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